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GOLDEN LARK

On Newer Kinds Again This Year

See page 34 for a very special offer ... a list of 200

of the newest and finest. Order $25 or more from

that list and select 100% more from the same list.

FREE!

Our usual annual "SHOPPING CENTER"
begins on page 36

There you pay only two-thirds of the total amount
of your order, thus selecting 50% more than you

pay for.

To our multitude of friends and customers everywhere we
present our 40th ANNIVERSARY catalog of superb modern
Iris. Here in the fertile Willamette Valley of Oregon both

soil and climate are favorable to the production of superior

plants for the gardens of America and the world. If you find

the pictures and contents of this catalog fascinating, just

wait 'till you see some of them blooming in your garden!

Time of Shipment, Terms, etc.

SHIPMENTS will begin July 1st and continue through the

summer and early fall. During July and August we \\ill ship

constantly in the sequence received. Your success is assured

if planted any time during this period, but early ordering

is advisable to avoid stock being sold short.

TRANSPORTATION is by prepaid parcel post or express.

TERMS are cash with the order, either check, draft or

money order. We do not advise the enclosure of currency

with your order. No CCD. shipments—this adds to cost

and involves red tape for you and for us.

WE GUARANTEE all plants to be true to name, top

quality and size, free from insect pests and disease, and to

reach you in a live and healthy condition. If for any reason

you are not completely satisfied, please notify us promptly.

MINIMUM ORDER-$5.00

No Shipments Made During Spring Months.

Fall Shipping Season Closes in Late October.

THIS CATALOG is free to all customers of record o\er a

2-year period, other^vise copies may be obtained for 50(^ and
this amount deducted from your first order.

BACCARAT HIGH SIERRA
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You love gardening—America's most popular hobby.

But unless you have learned about and grown some of

today's modern Iris you and your garden are

due for some mighty pleasant surprises!

Color? Why, these new kinds offer the most ex-

citing color range of any flower that grows. ^
There are luscious pinks, great blooms of solid

golden yellow, Jersey creams, blues of the sky

and of deep waters, soft tans and chocolate-brown,

henna-reds and richest burgundies—and there are

whites as clean as freshly fallen snow, sparkling cop-

pers and melting shades of apricot. Some come in

marbled patterns, others are delicately stitched or

sanded. Some are ruffled, others are smartly tailored.

Many are gigantic in size—7 inches in diameter!

There are tall ones, short ones, and a host of average

height. You can have them early, mid-season and

late. Yes, the Iris is truly the perennial supreme . . .

and so easy to grow!

AFTER ALL

The brand new Novelties listed on the next two pages re-

sult from the skilled hybridizing experience of three prom-

inent, long time members and accredited judges of the

American Iris Society . . . Larry Gaulter of Castro Valley,

California, Jim Gibson of Porterville, California and Jean-

ette Nelson of Coeur d'Alene, Idaho. Their prior introduc-

tions are indications of what may be expected in the way

of quality.

APRIL MELODY ETCHED APRICOT
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SAUCY SUE

"My first order from you arrived iu beautiful condition—as did a neighbor's.

We've both been extolling the tremendous size of rhizomes and freshness of

root systems. Never have seen anything like it."

Mrs. John Kionka, El Paso, Texas

"It is a pleasure to do business with you and a joy to look forward to Sf>ring,

knowing I have the best bulbs in my garden from Cooleys."

]ennie Hooper, Murfreesboro, Tenn.

NORAAANDIE

NORMANDIE (GauUer, '68} Each $20.00

Light lavender-lilac, shading to near white in the center

of the falls. The contrasting yellow to tangerine beard en-

livens the soft, pastel tone of the big, broad petaled blossoms,

the falls of which almost touch each other. Here is beauty,

polish and grace in an Iris, the color of ^vhich may not

seem so exciting in print . . . but it is really super! No.
63-340. 38 inches. Midseason to late.

SAUCY SUE (Gibson, '68} Each $20.00

Silky standards of golden tan, flushed with a reddish under-

tone; falls of garnet red rimmed ^\ith brown. This is a

luxurious piece of color in a very large flower, the falls

edged with heavy folds of plush-like ruffles and pleats. Gen-
eral effect is two shades of chestnut. Our picture is a bit too

light in color. 36 inches. Midseason. No. 67-2PE.

ULTRALURE (Gibson, '68} Each $20.00

A copper and white plicata, the standards flushed with mul-

berry and a soft tint of mulberry barely present near the

rim of the falls. Petals are decidedly crimped and fluted at

the margins. Derived from Wild Ginger, it is less pinkish,

and more of a bright copper-brown effect than we have in

the parent. Rather late. 34 inches. No. 35-OPLD.

SUNLIT (Gibson, '68} Each $20.00

Shon n on the cover. A gay combination of warm tan and
ivory, \vith a light sprinkling of warm maroon on the brown-

ish haft. Center of the falls is near white and the beard is

bronze. FloAvers are large, petals crimped and ruffled and

the stems are well branched. 36 inches. Midseason. No.

66-2PD.
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CULTURE OF BEARDED IRIS

Irises prefer full sun but will grow and bloom well if given half

a day of sunlight. The bearded iris will not tolerate wet feet and

the gardener can avoid many problems by providing good drainage.

Irises will grow in any good garden soil. If other plants make

good growth in your garden, irises will flourish in it. But extra food

is necessary for best growth and bloom. For the new planting a

balanced chemical fertihzer can be dug into the soil at the rate of

one ounce per square foot, if this is done three weeks before the

plants are set in. Half this amount should be used if it is added just

before planting time. Large quantities of well-rotted compost or

wrell-rotted manure are good additions but should be placed eight

bches deep or dug into the soil and they should not be piled around

the rhizome. It is good to combine the chemical fertilizer with the

rotted materials and to dig both in together. In general, fertilizers

high in nitrogen should be avoided.

Each spring, after growth begins, one handful of granulated

super phosphate plus two handfuls of agricultural gypsum can be

sprinkled in a circle around each clump. A half oimce of balanced

fertilizer may be substituted for the super phosphate. It is good to

make these applications just before a rain, or to hose the plants

clean of any fertilizer which has fallen on the new growth.

Like many perennial plants, irises may be moved at any time if

proper care is taken. However, there is a best time to move them,

rhis is during the dormant period which extends from soon after

ihey bloom imtil the time when new growth develops. (It is for

this reason that we ship in July, August and September.) If you

move your irises within this period you will have the least trouble

and the greatest success.

Just one word of caution about injury is necessary. Since disease

may enter through open wounds it is better to trim foliage away

w^ith shears rather than to tear it away, and to cut rhizomes apart

rather than to break them apart. Cut surfaces and injuries which

lo occur should be exposed to the sunlight for several hours before

replanting. A light dusting of sulphur on such wounds is still fur-

ther insurance against future troubles.

Although your bloom should be fairly good the year after trans-

planting, yovir best bloom will occur in the second to fourth years,

so do not divide your clumps too soon. But after three or four years

the rhizomes will become crowded and should be dug, divided,

and replanted. This is also the time to revitalize your soil by add-

bg humus and fertilizer as was recommended for the new planting.

I
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NEW IRIS FOR 1968 (continued)

CATALDO (J. Nelson, '68) Each $25.00

A huge, deep apricot self, with a slight flush of pink in the

standards. A red-tangerine beard adds to the brilliant

orange-apricot effect. Both standards and falls are of excep-

tional breadth, the standards closed and the falls flaring

and fluted. It is a deeper and more radiant hue than Lunar
Fire, which it to some degree resembles. Very stalwart 36-

inch well branched stems. Seedling No. 62-28-1.

ELEGANT FARMER (Gaulter, '68) Each $20.00

Appropriately nicknamed "The Moose" by its breeder . . .

gigantic in size, a soft tan with a bluish blaze on the falls.

The heavy orange beard ends with a thin, white dart. Sculp-

tured in form, the standards upright and closed, the falls

gracefully flaring and waved at the margins. If you like them
big, but not coarse, try this one. No. 62-3 ID. 3 feet. Well
branched.

GOLDEN LARK (Gibson, '68) Each $20.00

An orange-yellow self with ruffles and lace, produced on 42-

inch, heavy stems. The very large, golden yellow flowers

create a dazzling array of sunshine from miclseason to fairly

late. Shown on page 2, inside the front cover . . . note the

elegant form and charm of the fluted standards along with
perfect balance of the entire blossom. No. 43-1 LB.

ORINDA (Gaulter, '68) Each $20.00

A crisp, ruffled blend of rose and tan, from the unusual

cross of Melodrama and Mademoiselle. This latter parent

produced Claudia Rene; which in turn has sired a vast

number of Gaulter's best and most distanct things. Orinda
has smooth hafts of copper-brown on crisp, wavy falls of

rose-lilac; the standards are ruffled and closed, a blend of

tan and rose. Beard is orange-brown. 36 inches. No. 63-251.

PACIFICA (J. Nelson, '68) Each $25.00

This gigantic French blue with darker lavender-violet shad-

ing in the central area is derived from (Demetria x French
Flair) x High Above. The falls are extremely wide and
stand out almost horizontally. Beard is pale yellow tipped
light blue. The great, flat falls summon up thoughts of a

Japanese Iris and the color is a lovely symphony of pastel

blues and violets. Many flowers to the 3-foot stalks. Seedling

No. 66-25-1.

SAN LEANDRO (Gaulter, '68) Each $25.00

A most unusual shade of light purple, or perhaps "slate-

blue" might be a more apt term. This is lit with a rich

tangerine-red beard. Branching almost from the ground, on
heavy stems, it carries above the average number of large

flowers and thus blooms over a very long season. Nearest

thing to it in color combination might be Lovely Letty. Both
Arctic Flame and Rippling Waters are in the parentage. 36

inches. No. 65-52.

See page 56 for key to symbols used in descriptions

Thj6

ACCENT (Buss, '53) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50

Large, tall and vigorous variegata. The clean yellow standards con-

trast most agreeably with the rose-red falls. Its bright color and

huge size resulted in its having been selected as one of the five

"Iris of the Year" for 1958. 36 inches.

AFTER ALL (Dave Hall, '67) Each $15.00

The heavily fringed and flounced petals of this deep, ivory-cream

Iris suggests some of the intricate lace-like work of Oriental ar-

tisans. Even the style-arms exhibit this "fancy work" pattern. Very
large, with flaring falls and thick substance. 30 inches. The name
has been chosen because this is a fitting finale to the long line of

Iris of merit from Mr. Hall. No. 63-06. Illustrated on page 3.

AFTER DARK (Schreiner, '63) Each $3.50

Deepest, velvety, rich violet-blue. The big, slightly ruffled flowers

are produced on four-branched stems reaching to 44 inches in

height. Early. HM AIS, 1964.

ALALOA (Gibson, '59) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
Lemon-yellow with a lighter area in the center of the falls. Falls

flare and possess a heavy enamel-like texture. It is a flower for fore-

ground planting since its height is only about two feet. HM AIS,
1961. See page 58.

ALASKAN CROWN (J. Nelson '66) Each $14.00

This ruffly combination of white and gold is regarded by Mrs.

Nelson as one of the most distinct and beautiful things she has

originated. Broad of petal, in both standards and falls, it is pure

white with heavy lace and "crimpings" of yellow all about the

edges. Hafts are deep yellow set with reddish-orange beards.

Height, branching, size and substance are all excellent. HM AIS,

1967.

AL BORAK (Deforest, '52) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50

A verv large brown and copper-russet flower, having wide spread-

ing fails with extremely wide hafts. A light brown garden effect in

an Iris which many judges regard as absolutely perfect in form.

Three feet in height, finely branched. HM AIS, 1953.

ALLAGLOW (Tompkins, '58) Each $1 .00; 3 for $2.50

A gigantic Iris of bright sunburst-gold, blended bittersweet-orange,

with an all-over flush of clear copper-yellow. The whole flower has

a glistening gold dusted finish and a tiny dash of orchid at the

tip of the chrome beard. Very broad petaled, with flaring, rufflec

falls and wide domed standards. Late; 38 inches. HM AIS, J"

AM, 1960.
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ANNABEL LEE (Schreiner, '66) Each $15.00
A cool, light rose pink with charming ruffling and thick substance.

This is a great improvement over the old Briar Rose but of a some-
what similiar shade and an equally startling red-orange beard.

Large blossoms, wavy sculptured form and 40-inch branching
stems. Ver>' late. HM AIS, 1967.

ANNETTE (Hall, '55) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
A tawny deep rose with widely flaring, almost flat falls. The entire

flower carries a coppery cast but the center is all aglow with the
brilliant red beards. Quite different from other Hall things. 34
inches tall. HM AIS, 1956. See page 19.

ANTHEM (Schreiner, '58) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
The richness of the fuchsia-purple tone is intensified b\- a gener-

ous margin of bronze around the huge falls. Metallic plum might
well describe the general color effect of this new giant. Beard
is lemon. 40 inches, fairly early. HM AIS, 1960.

APPLE VALLEY (Deforest, '58) Each $1 .50

Almost white, flushed pink, with deeper pink cast about the hafts.

The pink-tinted beard intensifies the pinkish glow of an otherwise
almost white, very beautiful and different flower. Very large, with
broad petals and tall stalks. HM AIS, 1960. See page 59.

APRICOT DANCER (Noyd, '58) Each $1.00
A late flowering orange-apricot self. The horizontal and flaring falls

are nicely fringed with lace. Substance is extra heavy- Here is a

decidedly rich piece of color which won the HM of the AIS in

1959.

APRIL MELODY (Gibson, '67) Each $15.00
This is a pretty close approach to being a pink pHcata . . . the
ground color light, almost white, pinkish lavender and the mark-
ings a bright and intense shade of lavender-rose. In 1965 this was
awarded the cup for best seedling at the regional A.I.S. meeting.
As noted in the picture, the flowers are a bit lacv and especially

well proportioned. Large and long lasting. 34-36-inches. See page 3.

ARCTIC FLAME (Fay, '60) Each $5.00
This breathtakingly beautiful big white has heavy texture and
much ruffling. The beard is thick and wide, and glows with a
fiery reddish tinge. A stalwart grower, the 35-inch stalks sturdy
and well branched. HM AIS, 1960; AM. 1962.

ARCTIC SKIES (Fay, '60) Each $1.50
A large white with blue tinted standards. A lovely and fresh look-

ing flower, although the blue cast of the standards is rather phan-
tom-like. HM AIS, 1961; AM, 1964.

AMETHYST FLAME . . . DYKES MEDAL 1963

ALLEGIANCE fCoolc, '58j Each $1.50

The giant flowers are of deepest navy blue, overlaid with velvet,

the standards are silky and lustrous. The beards are medium blue

tipped lemon-chrome. Color is even and solid clear into the throat.

40 inches; late. HM AIS, 1958: AM, 1960; Dykes Medal, 1964.

Shown on page 9.

ALPINE BLUE (Schreiner, '62) Each $2.50

Pale, yet intensely blue coloring with precisely sculptured classical

form. A sheen of silvery dust makes the perfectly formed large

blooms sparkle as if drenched with morning dew. Three flowers

open at once on 36-inch stems.

AMETHYST FLAME (Schreiner, '58) Each $1.50

Immense in size and elegant in form, a curiously tinted blend of

lavender or light violet and rosy heliotrope. The "shoulders" of the

falls carry an overlay of chestnut and the beard is almost white.

Nicely ruffled, 38 inches tall, medium late. HM AIS, 1958; AM,
1960. Dykes Medal, 1963. Plant Patent No. 1793. See above.

ARGUS PHEASANT (Deforest, '48)

Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50

A smooth soft brovra, deeper in tone and more metallic

in finish than Pretty Quadroon. Huge flowers with broad

flaring falls and wide standards; orange-brown beard.

38 inches tall. HM AIS, 1948; AM, 1950; Dykes Medal,

1952. Shown on page 44.

ASPENGLOW (Loomis, '56) Each $1 .00; 3 for $2.50

Vivid cadmium yellow self, the standards pleated near the base.

This fine, large deep yellow is quite late and thus aids in extending

the Iris season. One of the "Five Iris of the Year" for 1962. HM
AIS, 1958.

AUGUST MOON (Schmelzer, '62) Each $5.00

Cool, greenish cream of hea\'v, leather-like substance. Flowers

are of good form with lacy ruffles and the beard is deep yellow.

36 inches; midseason. HM AIS, 1964.

AZURITE (Sass, '60) Each $2.50

A new and distinct white plicata pattern, the borders very lightly

stitched blue and st\le arms and crest almost solid moorish blue.

Flowers are of thick texture and the stems well branched. Large,

bright and sparkling! HM AIS, 1961.

BACCARAT CGau/fer, '67j Each $15.00

\ carni\al of color, blended graduations of brown, amber and

light purple . . . like changeable silk ... in the heavily ruffled

standards, and extremelv broad, flat, flaring falls of bright violet

banded golden brown. Hafts are solid light brown and the beard

is bright orange. Remindful of some pagan ceremonial dance!

Large blossoms; 36-inch, well branched, heavy stems. See page 2.
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RIPPLING WATERS

BANG (Craig, '55) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50

A red with a name in keeping with the impression it creates in the

garden! Broad falls of brilliant color and heavy substance, slightly

waved. Height 36 inches. HM, AIS, 1955, AM 1960. See page 45.

One of the "Five Iris of the Year" for 1963.

BAZAAR (Schreiner, '55) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50

A glorified version of Raspberry Ribbon, far more brilliant and
more deeply colored. The blooms are very large, on 36-inch stems.

HM AIS, 1956.

BEECHLEAF (Kleinsorge, '55) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50

This seedling of Pretty Quadroon has attracted a lot of attention

for the past several seasons. It is more ruffled than its parent and,

while bearing some resemblance because of its brownish hue, it is

more coppery and is enlivened by a violet undertone. The beard

is orange-brown. Very large blooms on 3-foot stalks. HM AIS,

1955; AM, 1959. Pictured on page 39.

BERMUDA HIGH (Tompkins, '64) Each $10.00

A self of glowing "Blood Ruby" red, clean and unblemished, with

chocolate brown beard. Wide, domed standards and broad, flaring

falls are special features of this new and exciting bright red. 40
inches, perfectly branched. HM AIS, 1966.

BIG CHIEF (Hall, '64) Each $4.00
Deep, dark and handsome are appropriate words to apply to this

big, rich mulberry with orange-brown beards. The wide flaring

falls curve slightly and a bit of lace along the edge adds elegance.

Very tall and quite late, lasting until the end of the season. Stems
will reach 40 inches or over.

BLACK SWAN (Fay, '60) Each $2.00
As sleek and as ebon-hued as the graceful bird for which it is

named. It will satisfy those looking for just about the ultimate in

dark Iris—great size, very wide petals, smooth velvety surface and
a brown beard tipped black. 35 inches. HM AIS, 1960 AM, 1962.
See page 12.

BLACK TAFFETA (Sanger, '54) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
Glistening blackish purple standards and broad velvety black falls,

slightly ruffled, combine to give us one of the very best of these
rich and sultry beauties. The beard is tipped bronze. Medium
late, height 34 inches. HM AIS, 1955; AM, 1957. See page 52.

BLUE BARON (Schreiner, '62) Each $5.00
A massive, rich, marine blue of huge size and classical form. The
blooms are ruffled and well spaced on 40-inch stalks bearing up
to 15 buds each. This and Deep Space certainly rank near the top
among all recently introduced intensely deep blue Iris! HM AIS,
1963; AM, 1965.

DAWN CREST

GREEN QUEST

BLUEBEARD (Hall, '55) Each $1 .00; 3 for $2.50

A large deep blue with very full flaring falls which drop gracefully

near the tips. The beard is not blue, but has blue tips which make

it appear blue all over. Silky sheen and brilliant color! 3 feet.

[7]



CELESTIAL SNOW DARK FURY

SEASHELL MUSIC

BLUE MOUNTAINS (Schreiner, '64) Each $8.00
Rich, medium violet blue of exceptionally large size and perfect

form. A clump of this Iris loaded with huge blooms on heavy, well

branched stalks, was the talk of visitors at the Denver A.I.S. con-
vention. 38 inches. HM AIS, 1965.

BLUE SAPPHIRE (Schreiner, '53) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
"Heavenly blue" is a phrase befitting this rufiBed addition to an
increasingly popular color class. Lighter in tone than many others,

with a glowing gold beard it is large in size, on tall well branched
stalks which defy both wind and rain. HM AIS, 1954; AM, 1956;
Dykes Medal, 1958. See page 38.

BLUE SPINEL (Gibson, '61) Each $1.50
A genuine gem of unsurpassed quality and color perfection. The
huge, spreading blossoms will measure 8 inches in width, the sub-
stance is like leather and has an enamel-Hke finish. It is lighter

than indigo but still a deep shade of blue. Exceptionally free

blooming. 3 feet tall. HM AIS, 1962.

BLUSHING BEAUTY (Noyd, '64) Each $10.00
A warm white with hafts of definite blush pink and a bright coral

red beard. Apple Valley is in its parentage. Contrast of colors is

striking, the very large blossoms well spaced on stems over three

feet in height as it grows here. HM AIS, 1965.

BRASILIA (Schreiner, '61) Each $3.00
Deep but ver^' brilliant henna-brown-red. This is a new and striking

color in Iris, much more lively than others in the brownish color

tones. It is large, well proportioned and beautifully branched.
Height 35 inches. HM AIS, 1962. See page 57.

BRASS ACCENTS (Schreiner, '59) Each $2.00
Golden cofFee-brown, regal in carriage, huge in size, ideal in form,
40 inches in height. We regard this seedling of Inca Chief as a

leader amongst the host of beautiful brown Iris now available.

HM AIS, 1959 AM, 1961. Shown on page 13.

BLUE GROTTO (Grinter, '59) Each $2.00; 3 for $5.00
One of the largest Iris we have grown or seen anywhere, the wide
falls squarely held and the large standards erect and closed. Color
is a uniform shade of light violet-blue, the substance that of fine
china. Well branched, late, three feet in height. See page 58.

BRAVADO (Hall, '59) Each $1 .00; 3 for $2.50
Deepest golden yellow, ruffled and with wide petals. There is

something about this flower—heaviness of texture, metallic glisten,

or uniform depth of golden richness—that draws instant attention in

the garden or on the show table. Height 33-36 inches. HM AIS,
1959; AM, 1963. Shown on page 36.
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BRILLIANT STAR
ALLEGIANCE

BRAVE VIKING (Hinkle, '62) Each $4.00

A huge medium to light blue with a white beard tipped yellow.

Great ruffled flowers which are three inches broad at the hafts

and will last up to 5 or 6 days. 38 inches. Midseason.

BREATHLESS (Schreiner, '62) Each $5.00

A new flamingo pink of large size and spreading form, medium in

tone but vivid and alive. The flowers are beautifully tailored, the

petals waved, and the hafts are flushed with peach. Coral beard.

38 inches. HM AIS, 1963.

BRIGHT CLOUD (O. Brown, '61) Each $3.00

With white standards and blue falls this descendant of Melodrama
has more and much sharper color contrast than its parent. It does

carry the extra wide falls and moderate ruffling, however. Huge
blossoms, on 36-40 inch stems. Midseason; long-lasting. HM AIS,

1962. See page 57.

BRIGHT FORECAST (Hamblin, '60) Each $2.50

Ruffles and lace in blazing golden yellow. The heavy beard is deep
orange. Petals are broad and possess the quality of hammered and
crimped metal. A mass of brilliant gold in the garden. 34 inches;

quite late. HM AIS, I960; AM, 1964.

BRIGHTSIDE (Schreiner, '61) Each $3.50
Pale, shimmering lemon yellow that is huge, frothy and ivory

smooth. The broad petals are heavily laced at the edges. Fine form
and branching are added good features of this sparkling new Iris.

HM AIS, 1962.

BRILLIANT STAR (Hall, '61) Each $3.50
We regard this as the finest red-bearded white we have grown or

seen. It is very broad petaled, full and rather rounded but not
drooping, beautifully branched and very large. Quite early, 36
inches. See above. HM AIS, 1962.

BROADWAY STAR (Schreiner, '57) Each $1 .00; 3 for $2.50
Cream standards and rose-red falls combine to fashion a totally dif-

ferent and refreshingly beautiful creation. Hafts are almost free of

any venation, lending sharp contrast to the bright ivory standards.
38 inches tall, classically formed and large in size. HM AIS, 1957.
See page 37.

BRONZE BELL (Schreiner, '57) Each $2.00
Reddish copper-bronze in a huge flower of perfect form and large
size. The stalks are heavy and well branched, with many blossoms
per stem. It is taller, redder and better branched than its parent,
Inca Chief. HM AIS, 1957; AM, 1959. Plant patent No. 1728.

CELESTIAL GLORY

BUTTERCUP BOWER (Tompkins, '61) Each $2.50

The fine new blend of lemon, lime and yellow with giant, fully

rounded flowers, broad segments and strong color contrasts. 38

inches. HM AIS, 1962. Shown on back cover.

BUTTERHORN (Sass, '55) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50

Cool, icy and lemon colored, shading to greenish white ^in ^U)e

center of the falls. The form is quite distinct, as is also tne nue

of this unusual Iris. It is three feet in height, nicely brancheo iarge

in size. HM AIS, 1955.
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CAPE TOWN

GOLDEN FILIGREE

BUTTERSCOTCH KISS (Plough, '57) Each $2.00

A caramel shade of yellow, glistening brighdy with gold dust par-

ticles. There is an intensification of yellow in the heart and on the

petal edges. The large flowers are heavily laced and crinkled at the

margins. 36 inches. HM AIS, 1957; AM, 1959. See page 49.

CALDRON (Schreiner, '57) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
A vivid red from the copper side. Its 3-foot stems, well branched,
are somewhat unusual in the red class and the flowers are large

and splendidly formed.

HIGH ABOVE

CAMELOT ROSE (Tompkins, '65) Each $20.00
An exciting new Iris with standards of silk>', silvery orchid and
brightly glowing Burgundy red falls of great vwdth and velvety
finish. Hafts are solidly colored and are set with a heavy, bright
orange-red beard. 39 inches. HM AIS, 1966.

CANDLEFLAME fHa//, '67 j Each $2.50
Gigantic ivory-cream self with a tangerine-orange beard which
shades to almost white. There is a suggestion of greenish veining in
the falls. Style arms are deeper ivory. Extremely broad falls and
heavy 3-foot stems with good branching. HM AIS, 1962. See
page 30.

CANDLE MAGIC (Deforest, '61) Each $1.50
Wide standards of pink-tinted tan; the falls are cream with bright
tan-gold hafts. A creamy version of the Dawn Crest and Dawn Star
lusciousness might be an apt description. Tall and large. See
page 59.

CAPE TOWN (Gaulter, '67) Each $15.00
This subtle interfusion of delicate beige and rose-lilac results from
a cross of Claudia Rene and Glittering Amber, as does the new
Baccarat. However, there is no color similarity' in the two. The first

is flamboyant and lively; this one is less exciting, more tranquil,

but equally beautiful and appealing. Standards and falls are about
the same shade of mauve, but the contrasting brown-purple hafts

provide a sharp contrast. Beard is deep orange. Very wide falls and
abundant ruffling enhance its all 'round high qualit>'. Huge in

size; 38 inches in height. See above.

CAPTAIN GALLANT (Schmelzer, '59) Each $2.00
Probably the finest red to date. The introducer calls it "the red Iris

that is red throughout, with no purple influence and no haft mark-
ings." Huge in size and holds its color in heat or wind. HM AIS,

1959; AM, 1961. See page 49.

CARMELA (Schreiner, '55) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
One of the laciest and most exotic of all the new crinkled introduc-

tions, selected as one of the "5 Iris of the Year" for 1961. Color is a

blend of honey and caramel. Height 38 inches; mid-season bloom.
HM AIS, 1955; AM, 1958.

CAROLINA PEACH (Powell, '64) Each $7.50
A delightful shade of light peach or soft flesh pink,, the petals verv
broad and laced at the marg ns. Uniform in color. A two-vear
clump is a mass of big blooms in palest pastel-pink. 34 inches.

Fairly late. HM AIS, 1967.

CAROLINA RUBY (Powell, '64) Each $7.50
New deep or glowing Carnelian Rubv. Broad flowers of heavy
substance with smooth, clean hafts. Tall stems with good branch-
ing and the flowers do not fade in the sun. 36 inches; long season
of bloom. HM AIS, 1967.



LATE DATE

CAROLINE JANE (DeForesf, '51) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
Flowers are huge, the steins very tall, and the white ground glistens

like snow. Mancings are clean and distinct—a delicate violet blue.

Must be seen to be fully appreciated. One of the "Iris of the Year"
for 1959. HM AIS, 1951; AM, 1955. See page 38.

CASA GRANDE ^Gibson, '63) Each $3.00
A giant deep Burgundy red plicata, it is one of the most sweetly
scented of all Iris. Standards are almost solid Burgundy, the falls

are the same with a creamy white central area. Bold in habit and
bright and rich in garden value.

CASHMERE (Fay, '59) Each $5.00
Deep rose-pink or rose-red, however you may choose to describe the
color. The very full, heavy beard is brilliant, almost pure red. It is as

close to perfection as one could wish for and the color is alive and
pleasing. 3 feet tall. HM AIS, 1959; AM, 1963. Shown on page 22.

CATALINA (Schreiner, '63) Each $10.00
A magnificent marine blue Iris of unrivalled richness, with falls four
inches across, heavy substance, superb enamel finish, excellent

branching, high bud count and good height. Early. 34 inches. HM
AIS, 1965.

CAYENNE CAPERS (Gibson, '6T) Each $2.00

Shown on page 12 in precise and accurate detail. Vivid and flash-

ing with the sunshine on it or through it . . . glowing and alive

on a cloudy day or in pouring rain. For rich, intense color in a

plicata, this red-hot eye-catcher has no parallel. Dominant color is

fiery burgundy to red pepper but a minor area on the falls is lit

with cream. Beard is orange-bronze. HC AIS, 1960; HM AIS, 1962;

AM, 1964. 3 feet tall.

CELESTIAL GLORY (Bro. Charles, '61) Each $3.50

Bright golden orange or tan with a very bright red beard. It is large,

ruflBed, and extra heavy in texture. 3 feet. HM AIS, 1962; AM,
1964. Shown on page 9.

CELESTIAL SNOW fBro. Charles, '57) Each $1.50

An absolutely spectacular pure white, the great falls ruffled and
folded like white draperies. Stalks are widely branched and will

reach a height of almost four feet. Beard is white, tipped lemon.
HM AIS, 1957; AM, 1959. See page 8.

CELESTIAL SUNLIGHT (Bro. Charles, '60) Each $2.50
Clear medium yellow with a small lighter area near the tip of the

bright yellow beard. Both standards and falls are beautifully ruflBed.

Stems are straight and the large blossoms are well spaced on good
branches. An Iris of great charm and personality. 35 inches.

CHRISTMAS ANGEL

CHINESE CORAL (Fay, '62) Each $7.50

A self of strong, pinkish-orange that flaunts a striking beard of

Chinese coral-red. Vigorous in growth, with 3-foot stems and fine

branching. Color that can be seen a block away! HM AIS, 1963;

AM, 1965. Late. 36 inches.

CHINESE LANTERN (Fay, '58) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50

Deep yellow with a tangerine-red beard. This is a seedling of

Techny Chimes crossed with Mary Randall. It is smoothly tailored,

large, and grows to 42 inches; midseason. HM AIS, 1958.

CHINQUAPIN (Gibsor^, '60) Each $1.50

A big golden brown plicata, the standards solid golden brown, the

falls same color with ivory shading in the central areas where ihey

are speckled and blended with brown. Beard is bronzy orange.

Height 34-36 inches. HM AIS, 1960; AM, 1962. Showr^ page 40.



ROCOCO BLACK SWAN

CAYENNE CAPERS CHRISTMAS ANGEL (Deforest, '60) Each $2.00
An extra large white with bright gold at the haft,

evenly laid on. Beard is white, tipped gold, and
solid golden yellow within the flower. Verj' tall

and robust; magnificent in every way. Well illus-

trated on page 11. HM, AIS, 1961; AM, 1965.

CLAUDIA RENE (Gaulfer, '63) Each $5.00
Raspberry pink standards \\dth o\ertones of amber;
Rose-violet falls with rich sienna-brown shoulders
and a bold burnt-orange beard. Wide, ruffled

petals. Midseason; 36 inches. HM AIS, 1964; AM,
1966.

CLIFFS OF DOVER (Fay, '53)

Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
Large, flaring and ruffled clear white of great sub-
stance. There are no haft markings and the beard
is light yellow. A strong grower, hardy, 36 inches

tall. HM AIS, 1963; AM, 1955. See page 51.

CLOUD CAP (DeForesi, '50)

Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
Probably the largest pink to date, with \ er>' wide
falls and an extra heavv bright tangerine beard.

Termed "blossom-pink" by the originator, the big

flowers are borne on 3^2- to 4-foot stalks. HM AIS,

1951; AM, 1953. Shown on page 19.

CLOUD CAPERS (Schreiner, '66) Each $15.00
Here is a brand new amoena — orchid pink falls

combined with almost clear white standards. The
nearest thing in color is Maytime but here we ha\'e

sharper contrast, near perfection in form and mag-
nolia-like substance. EarK' midseason. 30 inches.

HM AIS, 1967.

COLLEGE QUEEN (Hall, '64) Each $5.00

This new pink is adorned with frills and ruffles. It

is de\oid of any other color, with exception of the

tangerine beard. Great size and hea\y texture are

traits sometimes lacking in pinks but this one has

both! .36 inches. HM AIS, 1966. See page 31.



GOLDEN YEARS

COMFORTING THOUGHT (Tompkins, '63) Each $5.00

Rich lemony gold and lime chiffon flowers enhanced by a daintily

laced crimped and frilled edge. The fat beard is creamy lemon. 36-

inch stems with four blooms often open at once. Quite late.

CONCORD RIVER (Buftrick, '56) Each $1.50; 3 for $4.00
Light blue, with very wide hafts and domed standards. The
beard is white. Color is smooth and even, without the de-

tracting veins so often evident in blue varieties. The .38-inch

stalks are strong and well branched. HM AIS, 1956.

'7 consider t/ou "friends' 'as have been sending you orders since 1958,

and what a joy it is to receive an order from you; the iris plants are so

large, nice and clean, and the nice bonus plants are really appreciated."

Mrs. Grace T. Ballinger, Rittman, Ohio

COPPER HALO (Gibsori, '58) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
A creamv white or ivory ground in both standards and falls, heavily

peppered and stitched with rosy copper. Broad petals, graceful ruf-

fling and thick texture mark this strain and set a new standard for

plicata types. Very late. 34-36 inches in height. HM AIS, 1958. See
page 44.

COftMAND (Hamblen, '63) Each $5.00
Both standards and style-arms are rich coral-buft, the falls smooth
white bordered coral-buff and set off with a fiery orange beard.
Falls are thick and heavv with wavv margins. HM AIS, 1964; AM,
1966. 36 inches.

COUNTRYSIDE (DeForesf, '59) Each $1.50
An eye-popper for size, in lovely chartreuse-yellow. There is a faint

plicata dusting of lavender across the wide hafts. Tall, vigorous and
excellent in everv way. HM AIS, 1962. Very late.

COUNTRY SQUIRE (Gaulier, '66) Each $15.00
From Rococo breeding comes this elegant new white plicata with
deep blue stitching and a rich blue-purple beard. Huge flowers
with lots of ruffles, closed standards and arching falls. 38 inches;
excellent branching. HM AIS, 1967.

COURT BALLET (Moldovan, '60) Each $3.50
Here is a new and exquisitely ruSled big pink self of extra heavy
porcelain-finish. Refined and lovely even though it ranks among
the largest in this color class. Beard is deep red-orange. Heavy 36-
inch stems. HM AIS, 1961; AM, 1963.

CREAM CREST (Muhiestein, '59) Each $1.50
A very wide cream self of smoothest texture, hafts lightly ruffled

and evenly brushed very clean lemon yellow. Large and tall; one
of the best in a color which goes well with all others. HM AIS,
1959; AM, 1961.

CRINKLED BEAUTY (Schreiner, '61) Each $7.50
A fine example of the progress in breeding for lace—jpossibly the
top production in this line. The large flowers, a delicate orchid
pink in color, have wide petals and extra heaw substance. Height
38 inches. HM AIS. 1962.

BRASS ACCENTS



CRINKLED IVORY (Schreiner, '58) Each $1 .50; 3 for $4.00
Sparkling ivorv-cream, SimpK' huge in size, with crepy petak and
lacy ruffling. A cool lemon flush at the heart and the pale yellow
beard add to its translucent charm. 34 inches. HM AIS, 1959. See
page 44.

CRISPETTE (Schreiner, '54) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
A fluted and waved deep orchid-pink with rich orange beard
and suff^usion of brown on the hafts. Of ideal form and garden
habit, the coloring having the e.xtra quality of "carrying power" in

the garden. 34 inches. HM AIS, 1955; AM, 1957.

CROSS COUNTRY (Kr^ocke, '63) Each $4.00
This very large light blue with extra wide petals made a magnifi-
cent showing at the recent convention of the American Iris Society
in Memphis. Smooth color and nice ruffling, with flaring falls. 38
inches. HM AIS, 1964; AM, 1966.

CURLS OF GOLD (SchorirDan, '61) Each $4.00
Delightfully fluted and ruffled rich golden yellow. Although of
medium size the 40-inch stems are well branched and carry many
flowers and buds. It is well named! HM AIS, 1961.

DANCING RILL (Schreiner, '64) Each $5.00
A subtle blend of rose and sunburst gold with an over-all sparkle
of gold dust. Standards almost solid rose, crimped and fluted; falls

golden, shading to rose at the margins. Yellow beard and style-arms.

Flaring form; 36 inches tall.

DANCING TIGER (Schreiner, '53) Each $1 .50; 3 for $4.00
Here is a ver\- large jewel-bright, reallv vellow ground plicata. The
half-inch border of penny-brown is deftly cut, as if shot with fine

slender Hnes on the edge of the falls. Gay and brilliant. 38 inches.

DARK FURY (Luihn, '62) Each $2.00
Sultry blue-black self with self beard. Great width and ruffling,

coupled with flaring falls and closed standards, set Dark Fury apart
in its color class. It is a vigorous grower with fine foliage and low,
widely branched 36 inch stalks. HM AIS, 1963; AM, 1965. See
page 8.

DARK SPLENDOR ay, '67 j Each $1.50
A fit companion to this introducer's Black Swan but approaching
black from the blue side. The beard is midnight blue. The large

flowers have excellent form, with closed standards and silky finish.

Stout 29-inch stems, well branched. HM AIS, 1962.

DAVE'S ORCHID (Hall, '60) Each $1.50
The color is orchid-rose with bluish overlay on the falls. Hafts are

marked with amber, running quite far down on the falls and the
lacy edges are trimmed with a narrow band of this amber-copper
tint. Base of standards and style-arms are flushed amber. Beard is

bright tangerine. A fine grower, 36 inches and over in height. HM
AIS, 1961. Shown on page 47.

DAWN CREST (DeForest, '60) Each $3.50
Considered by the late Fred DeForest as one of his all time finest

productions. Standards are bright orange-pink, three inches wide,
and ruffled. Falls, vellowish ivory, measure a good three inches at

the haft and are flaring. HM AIS, 1960; AM 1962. See page 7.

DEEP SPACE (Tompkins, '61) Each $2.50
Richest indigo blue, a gigantic flower, broad petaled and smooth in

the extreme. There are no veinings or haft marks. Beard is heavy
and rich indigo in color. 40-inch stems and heavy foliage. A real

stand-out! HM AIS, 1962. See page 57.

DEMETRIA (Hinkle, '58) Each $1 .00; 3 for $2.50
Big and beautiful medium blue, slightly ruffled, with a hint of lav-

ender in the falls. The Hinkle blues — Helen Novak, Symphony,
and Demetria — occupy a special niche in the world of topnotch Iris

in shades of blue. 36 inches. HM AIS, 1958; AM, 1960. See page 42.

DENVER DAWN fDurrance, '64) Each $5.00
Colorado is noted for its clear blue skies. Before the sun peeks over
the horizon this azure hue is flushed with rose and mauve and the

tints in this new Iris could hardly be more aptly described. The
flowers are extra large and handsome, symmetrically ruffled, and
borne on 36 to 40-inch stems carrying manv branches. Mid-season
to late. Shown on page 21. HM AIS, 1967.

DESERT GLOW (E. Smith, '63) Each $2.00
A rosy, bronzv brown self descended from Gracie Pfost and Water-
melon. The large, frilled blooms are heavy in texture and both
standards and falls are very broad. Bright orange beard. 36-40
inches.

DESERT THISTLE fGibson, '61) Each $2.50
This one is not pink but is a glowing, rosv mauve, or p>erhaps a cap>-

tivating blend of lavender-rose, slightly blued, would better de-

scribe it. Tall, large and exciting, with wide standards and falls,

finely laced. See page 40. HM AIS, 1962.

DIPLOMAT fTompkins, '66) Each $17.50
This is one of the finest, in every way, of all the new blues — a

giant flower of even, smooth tone and enamel-like finish. The shade
of blue is dark and glowing, intensified by a bright ultramarine

blue beard. Huge ruffled flowers on 40-inch stalks. Quite late.

DIVINE BLUE (Wafers, '59) Each $2.00

As blue as they come, with porcelain texture and extremely broad
form. The shade of blue approaches azure — not pale but a ver>'

definite and vivid skv blue. Beard is hght vellow. 36 inches. HM
AIS, 1959.

DOCTOR K. (Tell, '60) Each $3.00

Truly brown in all its parts, with a silken sheen which does not

fade. Hafts are smooth and unmarked and the falls flare jauntily.

Named for Dr. Kleinsorge who pioneered the brown line in Iris

breeding. 36 inches. HM AIS, 1961.

DOGE OF VENICE (J. Nelson, '65) Each $10.00
This giant ruffled deep purple matches exactlv the shade designated

as "Doge Purple" in the Wilson color chart. There is no other color

nor markings in the broad petaled flowers, except for the heav\'

brown beard, which adds depth and richness. 36 inches and well

branched. HM AIS, 1966.

DOT & DASH (Hall, '60) Each $1 .50; 3 for $4.00

Almost solidly colored blackish violet standards and bright falls of

pure white with blackish margins. Most of the peppery- effect is

confined to the outer area of the falls. The beards are inconspicu-

ous. Flowers are waved and flaring, well spaced on good branches,

and are produced in great profusion. 33-36 inches. HM AIS, 1960;

AM, 1962. See page 56.

DOTTED SWISS (Sass, '56) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50

The ground color is sparkling white and the dots and stitchings are

decidedlv blue, the verv large flowers elegantly ruffled. It trulv

lives up to its name. Over three feet tall, verv well branched,

blooms early. HM AIS, 1956; AM, 1958. See page 43.

DREAM MAIDEN (E. Smith, '63) Each $6.00
An exquis.telv beautiful and large flower in shades of creamy buff,

blue-white and gold. Petal edges and style-arms are hea\ilv laced.

The general color effect is deep cream or ivory. Stout stalks with
good branching. 34-36 inches. HM AIS, 1965.

DREAM SPUN fGibson, '62; Each $2.50
A blend of pinkish amethyst on white ground, actually a plicata,

of course, but with a less definite pattern than is usually associated

with the term. The central area and the stvle-arms glow with a

waxy, copperv tint. Beard is light vellow. Both standards and falls

are abundantly ample in width, the former erect but nearly closed,

waved and ruffled, the latter semi-flaring and likewise heavily ruf-

fled. Height 40 inches. Shown on page 18. HM AIS, 1963.

EDENITE (Plough, '59) Each $3.50
"Sooty" black with a deep red undertone; a seedling of Sable Night.

The uniform blackness of this flower immediatelv attracts all who
see it in the garden. Domed standards and flaring falls. Blooms
rather early. 30 inches. HM AIS, 1959; AM, 1961.

ELEANOR'S PRIDE (Walkins, '56) Each $1 .00; 3 for $2.50
Majestic and beautifully branched, this powder-blue Iris has quality

in every detail. A self of soft even tone, the full white beard pro-

viding added attractiveness. Falls are wide and flaring, the whole
flower nicely ruffled. Blooms in midseason. 36-40 inches tall. HM
AIS, 1956; AM, 1958; Dykes Medal in 1961. Shown on page 52.

ELMOHR (loomis, '42) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50

Wiimer of the Dykes Medal in 1945, this giant Iris has consistently

led all others in point of sales popularity. And no wonder! The
great rich red-violet blooms are daintily ruffled, of a silkv texture

and remarkable substance. The stems are well branched and at

least 3 feet tall. HM AIS, 1942; AM, 1943. See page 42.

EL MONSOUR (Hall, '63) Each $3.50

An immense greenish ivory Iris with amber lights and shadings.

The thick petals are greenish amber on the under sides. The extra

wide falls are crimped, ruffled and fringed at the edges. There is a

smooth amber shoulder near the upper portion of the falls and this

combines with the orange-red beard to give the heart of the flower

a verv warm glow. Wonderful branching and long season of bloom.

36 inches. Shown on page 57. HM AIS, 1965.
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EMMA COOK rCoofc, '59) Each $2.50

A new pattern, the standards clear white, the falls white with a dis-

tinct half-inch border of bright violet-blue. Beard is yellow. Named
for the charming wife of one of the world's greatest Iris breeders.

HM AIS, 1959; AM, 1961. Shown on page 40.

EMERALD FOUNTAIN rO. Brown, '61) Each $3.00

Standards uranium green, falls flax blue blended with uranium and

primrose yellow. All petals edged with lace. Tall and well branched,

with many buds. 38 inches. HM AIS, 1962.

ENCHANTED VIOLET (Hamblen, '58) Each $1.50

This striking creation is unique for the combination of pink and

orchid tints in the heart of the flower. It is a lovely shade of light

violet, slightly ruffled, and the heavy beard is fiery tangerine-red.

HM AIS, 1958; AM, 1960. Illustrated on page 17.

ENCHANTRESS (Hall, '54) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50

Dehcate parchment color, faintly flushed with pink, especially in

the standards. The central area of the falls has an overlay of amber

and the beard is brilliant orange. Unhke any other of Mr. Hall's fine

things. It is an extra late Iris, with heavy stems and an enamel-like

finish to the large flowers. 34-36 inches. See page 17.

ESTHER FAY (Fay, '61) Each $5.00

A beautiful pink self, large in size, ruffled and broad petaled. This is

new and a favorite of one of America's best known producers of

quality originations. A bright, reddish-pink beard makes the center

glow. 35 inches. HM AIS, 1962; AM, 1964.

ETCHED APRICOT (Gibson, '67) Each $15.00

Warm golden apricot color, the standards without markings and
the falls creamy ivory in the center with fine etchings of apricot.

None of the many other Gibson plicatas match this most attractive

hue and the flower itself is absolute perfection in form. Extra large,

3-inch petal width and ideal ruffling and fluting are added features.

Height about 30 inches. See page 3.

ETHEREAL PINK (Gibson, '62) Each $2.00

This is an exquisitely laced new pink self with melon pink beard,

jewel-like in finish and color. The standards are large and domed,
the falls wide and held high before arching. Style arms are large

and heavily laciniated in keeping with the 'pinldng shears" treat-

ment of allpetal edges. Vigorous, well branched, three feet in height.

EVER AND EVER (Hope, '62) Each $5.00
Light orchid-violet, a peculiar shade not matched by any other Iris.

The large flowers are symmetrically perfect and lightly ruffled. Very
lovely indeed! 36 inches. HM AIS, 1964; AM, 1966. See page 31.

FABULOUS (Kleinsorge, '58) Each $1.50
Here is a flower remindful of the splendor in a scene from a tale

in the Arabian Nights! A blend of red, rose, violet and copper.

Very large, quite late. 36-38 inches. HM AIS, 1958. See at right.

FAIRY FABLE (Ernst, '61) Each $2.50
This one, resulting from Lynn Hall crossed with May Hall combines
the best features of both parents. The shade of pink is about midway
between these two. The falls possess great width, extra thick sub-
stance and are ruffled and waved at the margins. The heavy beard
is deep tangerine-red. 36 inches. Shown on back cover. HM AIS,
1962.

FAIRY ROSE (Schreiner, '64) Each $5.00
A giant size new one from Amethyst Flame and Pretty Carol. Mas-
sive in all its parts, a rich rose self in color, it is an especially effec-

tive garden subject. 38 inches; quite late.

FASHION FLING (Hall, '65) Each $8.00
A fresh and brilliant shade of pink with a suggestion of tints ranging
from cerise to bright orchid. The standards are upright and domed,
the falls very wide and flaring with ruffles on all petals. There is a
special luminous quality about this Iris which makes it appear as if

fashioned from glass or porcelain. Shght shading of yellow on the
haft and the beard is deep orange. Rather late; 36 inches. HM
AIS, 1966. See page 21.

FESTOON (Hall, '58) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
A luscious blend of caramel and peach and salmon-
pink, with extra heavy beard of tangerine-red. The
coloring is positively mouth-watering! It is quite early,
of good size, well branched on 38-inch stems. HM AIS,
1959. See page 36.

FIFTH AVENUE (Hamblen, '62) Each $3.50
Amethyst violet, the standards slightly lighter than the
falls, the haft heavily overlaid witii amber yellow.
Beard is bright orange yellow. Different in bodi pattern
and form, with lacy standards and ruffled falls. Mid-
season, 34 inches. HM AIS, 1963; AM, 1965.

FIRE BRIGADE (Schreiner, '57) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
Glowing crimson-red, shapely in form of flower, of good size and
36 inches in height. The beard is bronze-orange. Well named, it

provides an especially fiery clump of garden color. HM AIS, 1958.

FIRE CHIEF (Galyon, '59) Each $1.50; 3 for $4.00
The most brilliant variegata, the deep yellow standards clean and
clear, the very red toned falls large and devoid of haft markings.
Stalks will often reach to four feet in height. HM AIS, 1959. See
page 41.

FIRE MAGIC (Schreiner, '62) Each $3.00
Big and bold, tall and faultlessly branched; a gleaming, fiery, cop-
per-red with widelv flaring falls and large closed standards. Excep-
tionally red for an Iris and with the sun on it or through it. Fire
Magic really lives up to its name! 42 inches. HM AIS, 1963.

FIRST VIOLET (Deforest, '52) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
Lovely clear light violet self, the standards, falls and even the beard
being of uniform hue. Winner of Dykes Medal in 1956. See page 54.

FABULOUS



FLEET ADMIRAL (Tompkins, '64) Each $7.50
This very late, glossy violet-blue sports a wide and thick beard of
brilliant Royal violet. One of the largest, tallest, and surely most
outstanding things in this color range. 42-inch stems, splendidly
branched. HM AIS, 1965.

FLORADORA FLOUNCE (Gibson, '64) Each $4.00
The large, silk\' standards are extra broad and closed, beautifully
ruffled, a solid, metallic light brown. Falls are extra wide, striated
and dotted deep nutmeg on cream, deeper at the margins and the
beard is orange. The entire flower is flounced and ruffled. Height
34 inches. HM AIS, 1965. See page 31.

HAWAIIAN BREEZE

ROMANESQUE

FLASHING GEM (Gibson, '63) Each $4.00
Very tall and ver>' large bright yellow with a band of bright rose-
purple surrounding each fall. The standards are yellow shading into
the same rose-purple trim on the falls. Actually more brilliant than
our picture on page 23 seems to portray — but this gives you a fair

idea. Note the purple tips on the style arms. Widely branched and
blooms over a very long season. 40 inches in height. HM AIS, 1966.

FLUTED COPPER (Kleinsorge, '57) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
Carrs'ing on the long line of bronze, brown and tan Iris for which
the Doctor has become so well known, this distinct one is in metal-
lic shades of hammered copper. Both the standards and falls are

bright coppery tan, curled and crinkled, broad and in good balance.
The beard is bronz\' orange. Height 34-36 inches. See page 46.

FLUTED HAVEN (Reynolds, '58) Each $2.50
A swirly and frilly big white of heav\' substance. This bears some
resemblance to Celestial Snow but is more on the creamy side. The
flaring falls are delightfully fluted. Quite earlv; 35 inches. AM, 1962.
Winner of Rees Cup for "Best White Iris of 1967."

FOAMING SEAS (Stevens, '60) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
A frothy, ruffly light blue with deeper veins, suggestive of the
churning surf against a rocky shore. The beard is bluewhite. Mas-
sive flowers, widely spreading in form and freelv produced on 3-foot

stalks. HM AIS, 1960.

FORTUNE'S GIFT (MUsch, '55) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
Huge, 7-inch flowers with very wide and spreading falls, a seedling

of Cordovan crossed with Inca Chief. The color is deep but bright

metallic brown, with bronze beard. 40 inches in height. HM AIS,
1956.

FRENCH FLAIR (J. Nelson, '61) Each $4.00
Hyacinth blue standards, shading deeper in the mid-ribs; falls

lighter in tone, creating an overall French blue effect. Very- tall

stalks well branched, and the wide falls flare horizontally. Medium
late. HM AIS, 1962.

FRONTIER MARSHALL (Schreiner, '65) Each $8.00
The answer to a wish for a really big, outstanding red Iris. The
color is a uniform shade of crimson lake, the wide petaled flowers

devoid of veins and the stems stiff and well brancned. HM AIS,
1966.

[16]



ENCHANTED VIOLET

ENCHANTRESS JUNE MEREDITH

FROST and FLAME (Hall, '57) Each $1 .00; 3 for $2.50
Mr. Hall worked for several years in an effort to bring out a fault-

less wfiite with the tangerine beard so closely associated with the
flamingo-pinks. And here we have it! The flowers are large, the stiff

stems reach four feet, and the thick petals are as clean and white as
a sheet. HM AIS, 1957; AM, 1959.

FULL DRESS CO. Brown, '60) Each $3.00
Heavily laced bright yellow with saffron yellow beard. The flowers
have domed standards and graceful, semi-flaring falls. Tall, strong
stalks with fine branching. HM AIS, 1960.

GAILY GLAD (J. Nelson, '63) Each $10.00
Pale blue, the wide falls distinctively marked with canary yellow

hafts and a wide, long tangerine beard. Nothing else just hke it.

3-foot stems; three branches. Medium late. HM AIS, 1964.

GALA GOWN fCorey, '59) Each $2,50

Described as "melon color," a blend of apricot-tan and peach-pink.

This is a self, even the beard harmonizing with this luscious bni

brilliant tint. Large, rounded and slightly flaring; silky fir ith 36
inches. HM AIS, 1959. See back cover.

[17]



"AH PinlC

Group A Nine for $5
Pink Chimes $1.00

Pathfinder 1.00

Pink Sensation 0.75

Maytime 1 .00

$0.75

(Total Value $8,501

HEARTBREAKER

GALILEE (Fay, '56) Each $1.50; 3 for $4.00
Giant medium blue self with a white beard. The color holds in sun
or rain and is decidely blue for an Iris. Mr. Fav has produced some
excellent things in blues but this tops them all! HM AIS, 1956; AM,
1958.

GARDEN GOLD (Hall, '56) Each 75c; 3 for $2.00
Solid, deep chrome-yellow throughout, except for the fiery orange-
red beard. While the beard is not actually red it is so deep an
orange tone as to appear almost red and certainly sets this Iris apart
from all other yellows. .36 inches. HM AIS, 1957.

GAYLORD (Douglas, '50) Each $1.00, 3 for $2.50
With pure white standards and velvety red-purple falls bordered
white, we have a vast improvement on the famous and long popular
Wabash. Gaylord is more than twice as large as its predecessor. 38
inches; late. HM AIS, 1949. Picture on page 59.

[18] DREAM SPUN



Collections

CLOUD CAP

Grouj)*'B' Nitie for 50

Hawaiian Breeze

June Meredith

Spring Festival

Enchanted Violet

$2.00

1.50

1.00

1.50

Apple Valley

Party Pink

Mr. Wonderful

Jan Elizabeth

$1.50

1.50

1.50

2.00

Pretty Carol $2.00

(Total Value $14.50)

SPRING FESTIVAL

Group"C Eight for ^15

Mauve Mink $2.50 Fairy Fable $2.50

Heartbreaker 5.00 Irene Brown 3.00

Dream Spun 2.50 Rosecrest 3.00

Tahiti Sunrise 3.50 Splash O' Pink 5.00

(Total Value $27.00)
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GAY TRACERY (Gibson, '65) Each $12.00
A smok\' amethyst on white, the etching on the falls being quite

evenly distributed and the standards flushed rather than dotted or

etched with white. The huge bronze stvle arms are a stunning fea-

ture of this slightly sombre but artistically lovely flower. It is wide
of petal and heavily fluted and ruffled. Vers- large, 34 inches in

height. See page 3o. HM AIS, 1966.

GEORGIE ERNST (Hall, '62) Each $2.00
Fluffy pale pinkish lilac, or might be described as an orchid shade
with a faint hint of blue in its make-up. Standards and falls are

identical in color, the hafts lighter in tone and a tangerine beard
literally sets the center on fire. As bubbly and frothy as an evening
gown beset with jewels in the form of the brilliant beards! Height
34 inches. See page 58.

GIANT ROSE (Schreiner, '59) Each $2.00
Possibly the largest Iris ever introduced, the blooms actually meas-
uring 11 inches, from top to bottom! Color is a pleasing shade of

lilac-rose with \ ellow glow at the heart. Beard is bright vellow. The
inch-thick stems reach 40 inches. Patent No, 2067. HM AIS, 1961.

GINGERSNAP (Schreiner, '65) Each $12.00
A new and most worthy Iris in rich and brilliant shades of brown.
It is massive in size, both standards and falls exhibiting extreme
width. Spicv and snapp\-, with a heavy orange-brown beard. 36-38
inches. HM AIS, 1966.

GLISTENING SNOW (Schreiner, '63) Each $4.00
A very full-bodied flower with magnificent petal breadth and serene
flaring form, nicely ruffled. As white as Celestial Snow and with the
classic appearance of Cliffs of Dover. 38 inches.

GOLDEN BLAZE (Mitsch, '56) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
Derived from Inca Chief, a more golden and less brown affair, and
witli much more life. \'er\' large in size, with heavy texture, produc-
ing a mass of bloom. A clump in bloom is a real eye catcher! 34
inches.

GOLDEN CROWN (Kleinsorge, '54) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
An absoluteh' shmning combination of old gold and richest plush-

like brownish maroon velvet. 36 inches tall. HM AIS, 1957. See
page 39.

GOLDEN DELIGHT (E. Smith, '60) Each $2.00
Surely one of the most outstanding yellows we ha\ e seen — large,

glittering deep golden vellow, lacv and ruffled in both standards

and falls. Even the st\'le arms are fringed. This is from pink breed-
ing. 38 inches. Shown on page 32.

GOLDEN FILIGREE (Gibson, '65) Each $7.50
Light honev-tan standards which are larger than normal as com-
pared to the size of the falls. Blossoms are hea\ilv laced and
crimped, even including the stvle arms. The broad falls are cream\
white, edged with the bright golden tan of the standards and the

undersides are also golden flushed with tan. Creates a glittering and
sparkling clump of massi\e but delicately fringed and laced blos-

soms on excellent stems. 36 inches. HM AIS, 1966. See page 10.

GOLDEN GARLAND (Hall, '57) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
A veritable giant on stalks fully four feet in height, blooming ver>'

late in the season. The flower has definite golden yellow standards

and almost white falls bordered yellow. The lacework and crimped
petals on both standards and falls are exceptional. HNf AIS, 1957;
AM, 1959. Illustrated on page 27.

GOLDEN MASTERPIECE (E. Smith, '58) Each $2.50
A smooth, deep creamy yellow, shading somewhat lighter near the

haft to an almost white blaze at the tip of the beard. Flowers are

gigantic in size, with \en' wide falls and elegant ruffling. The
name is fitting. 3 feet. Medium late. HM AIS, 1959; AM, 1962.

GOLDEN SPICE (Muhlestein, '60) Each $1 .50; 3 for $4.00

Deep vellow plicata, the standards solid golden yellow and the falls

the same shade marked with reddish ginger-brown. A more golden
My Honeycomb and one of the finest yellow ground phcatas we
have seen. 36 inches. HM AIS, 1961.

GOLDEN SUNSHINE (Schreiner, '52) Each $1 .00; 3 for $2.50
Not deep golden, not lemon, but a clean, clear bright vellow of an
intermediate tone. This is a big flower with wide petals and lovely

form — "soft as sunshine on a spring day!" 38 inches. HM AIS,

1954; AM, 1956.



"I have received the order of Iris on Saturday August 5th. Must admit

that never have I seen rhizomes so large and healthy looking."

Mrs. Frank Ganski, Middletown, N. Y.

DENVER DAWN

GOLDEN YEARS rWa//, '6?; Each $2.50
A combination of lacy white fringed with gold. Given the name of
"Golden Years" in fond recognition of the era into which Mr. Hall's
long association with Iris is now fitted. Illustrated on page 13. HM
AIS, 1962.

GOLD PIECE (Schreiner, '59) Each $2.00
Solid golden yellow with conical ruffled standards and very spread-
ing falls, poised as if in full flight. The leathery texture is derived
from Inca Chief, a parent. The brilliant Golden Sunshine is also in
its breeding. 33 inches; midseason. HM AIS, 1959.

GOODNESS (Babson, '62) Each $7.50
Truly magnificent cool white with a faint flush of blue over the
entire heart of the flower. A powder blue beard adds a distinctive
note. Blossoms are broad, rounded, and fully proportioned. Height
3 feet or over. Midseason. HM AIS, 1963; AM, 1967.

GRACIE PFOST (E. Smifh, '61) Each $2.50
A new blend in shades of henna-brown and copper-rose, simply
colossal in size and up to 40 inches in height of stem. Colors are
bright and the flowers are ideally formed, with the texture of satinHM AIS, 1962; AM, 1965. Shown on page 27.

GRAND COULEE (Plough, '58) Each $1.50
A very large and beautifully fringed and ruffled yellowash tan with
rose blendings. The beard is contrasting bright yellow. Wide,
domed standards, and falls of great width, the stalks well branched
and about 34 inches. HM AIS, 1959.

GRAND RAPIDS (Torupkins, '66) Each $15.00
A giant blend in brilliantly glistening shades of carmel, orange and
copper, with an undertone of amber-rose. Beard is deep orange
with a highlight of lilac at the tip. Wonderful form, the broad
petals rounded and of heavy substance. 38 inches, well branched.
Rather late.

GRAND TETON (Deforest, '56) Each $1.50; 3 for $4.00
One of the largest of all Iris, with 8-inch flowers on 40-inch stalks.
Wax-yellow standards, the falls slightlv deeper and heavily ruffled.
Hafts are broad and the style arms are crinkled like an oncobred.HM AIS, 1957. See page 59.

GREEN QUEST (R. Brown, '60) Each $3.00
We hear a great deal about "green Iris" these days but the term is
largely an exaggeration. This is as near green as any, actually bright
primrose yellow with a chartreuse green cast. Added to the unusual
color is perfection of form, large size, perfect branching. It blooms
rather late. Height 36 inches. HM AIS, 1962. See page 7.

'ttaiftiftiiiiitrtiiaW^

FASHION FLING

GYPSY JEWELS (Schreiner, '63) Each $4.00
Here is a ruby to garnet red of different tonal value from any red in

this catalog. Crisply flaring, remarkable heavy substance, and a

plushy sheen on the falls, with no haft markings. 35 inches. HM
AIS, 1964; AM, 1966.

GYPSY LULLABY (O. Brown, '61) Each $5.00
Ruffled standards of butterscotch with a light violet flush; flaring,

very wide falls of medium red-violet shading to the color of the
standards. This is distinctlv different and has produced some novel
seedlings. 36 inches. HM AIS, 1962; AM 1964. See page 35.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY (Hall, '52) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
Peer of all the flamingo-pinks. Happy Birthday is not just a sumptu-
ous flower ... it has bold foliage, big, heavy stalks, large rhizomes
and increases at a rapid rate. Height 3 feet. HM AIS, 1952; AM,
1954. One of the "5 Iris of the Year" in 1960. See page 17.

HAPPY WANDERER (Lapham, '57) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
A clear tap)estr\'-red self with clean, smooth hafts and a dark orange
beard. This is the largest red Iris we have seen. Both standards and
falls are full, well rounded and the shade of red is vibrant and glow-
ing. Illustration on page 51. Height 36 inches.

HARVEST SPLENDOR (Kleinsorge, '56) Each 75c; 3 for $2.00
A smooth blend of gold and apricot, the standards sobd apricot

faintly tinted rose, the falls bright old gold shading to apricot near
the margins. Beard is orange-yellow. An ideal variety for mass effect

in the garden. 3 feet; mid-season. In color on page 43.

HAWAIIAN BREEZE (Hall, '61) Each $2.00
A delicately colored flower that is neither pink nor mauve, but is

from pink breeding and could be called a pink blend. It is so differ-

ent from others of this series, so enchanting in its pastel shadings
and so excitingly unique. Large, well formed and nicely branched.
3 feet. See page 16. HM AIS, 1963.

HEARTBEAT (Lapham, '58) Each $1.50; 3 for $4.00
Among the vast number of pink Iris now in commerce, this is

real unique. Not only is the La France" shade quite apart from
others, but the heavy pink beard extending far down on the falls

is unlike any Iris we loiow. 36 inches; quite late. HM AIS. 1953.
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CASHMERE

IN ORBIT

HEARTBREAKER (Hall, '64) Each $5.00

A large, flaring pink self, with deep pink beard and a worthy mem-
ber of the finest trio of pink Iris we have ever introduced from Mr.
Hall. Heartbreaker has extra fine branching and flowers from mid-
season to late. 36 inches. Shown on page 18. HM AIS, 1965.

HEATHER HAWK (Gibson, '66) Each $10.00
Almost pure white falls with a narrow band of pinkish copper and
light plicata markings on the haft. The standards are pafe copper
shading into white, delicately ruffled and flounced. Style-arms and
beard are a contrasting old gold tint. Large blooms, admirable
placement, on -S-foot stems. See page 32.

HEAVENLY DAYS (Wickersham, '63) Each $3.00

Too many blues? Not with the quahty, form, size and crisp clear

June sky hue of this one! Standards are wide and upright, prac-

tically closed at the top, waved and of heavy substance. The falls

are extra broad and flaring, set off with a creamy white beard. Good
branching and very long lasting. Height 3 feet. Shown on page 57.

HELEN COLLINGWOOD (K. Smifh, '49) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
A very brilliant Iris in the neglecta class. Standards are light laven-

der, the falls bright violet-purple ... a decided contrast. Stalks are

40 inches tall, sturdy and vigorous. HM AIS, 1950; AM, 1952.

Shown on page 51.

HELEN NOVAK (Hinkle, '58) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
A ruflBed medium blue of intense color, lovely billowy fullness of

form and delightful ruffling. The beard is tipped blue. Great size

and 38-inch, nicely branched stalks are additional complements. It

is free flowering and a fast increaser. HM AIS, 1958.

HENNA STITCHES (Gibson, '61) Each $1.50
Well illustrated on page 53. A ver\- bright combination of frostv'

white and gleaming henna-copper. The petals are gracefully

flounced and ruffled. A feature which enlivens this new plicata is

the metallic gleam of the reddish copper margins and stylearms.

36 inches. HM AIS, 1962.

HENRY SHAW (C. Benson, '59) Each $3.00
A giant white, perfectly proportioned, crimped and ruflBed and with
a greenish undertone on the falls. The huge buds have a greenish

cast and the beard is white. Many flowers and good branching.
38 inches. HM AIS, 1959; AM 1961. Best white Iris of 1965.

HIGH ABOVE (DeForest, '61) Each $3.00
One of the late Fred DeForest's masterpieces. Color is pale sky
blue, smooth and even, the texture like satin. Very spreading falls,

waved at the edges, seven to nine blooms to the 36-inch stalk.

HM AIS, 1962; .A.M, 1964. Shown on page 10.

HIGH ESTEEM (Tompkins, '66) Each $25.00
This is a new, beautifully formed, deep Peachglow pink with a

bright coral-rose beard. The 36 to 40-inch stems are ramrod stiff,

perfectlv branched and flowers from midseason to very late. Large
flowers,' elegandy ruffled. HM AIS, 1967.

HIGH LIFE (Schreiner, '64) Each $7.50
A spirited burgundy red plicata on the order of Karachi but both
larger and taller than that fine variety. The giant, richly hued
flowers resemble some rare tropical orchid, borne on stalks 3 feet

or over in height. Late. HM AIS, 1965. Shown on page 57.

HIGH SIERRA (Gaulfer, '67) Each $20.00
We have seen a host of white Iris in our time and there are many
truly magnificent ones listed in this catalog. This one, however, is

so huge, so flawless and so immaculate that after flowering it the

past two seasons we think it superior to any white we know. A
complete self, medium late. 38-inch stems. HC .AIS, 1966. See
page 2.

IMPERIAL LILAC (Schreiner, '63) Each $5.00
Shimmering, frosty, fresh-toned self of clean hlac-lavender, huge in

size and extra heavy in substance. This is one hard to fault and is

probably the very best in its color class. 36 inches. HM AIS, 1965.

IMPERIAL WOMAN (K. Smith, '58) Each $1.50; 3 for $4.00
An odd shade of violet-blue with underlying amethyst cast; tall and
imperial in carriage with exceptionally wide, large flaring falls

which are lightly ruffled. Beard is pale violet and there are flecks of
turquoise on the crests. Medium late, 40 inches in height. HM AIS,
1961.

INCA CHIEF (Mitsch, '52) Each $1 .00; 3 for $2.50
Burnished golden bronze, evenly colored throughout. The ruflBed

flowers, with very broad hafts, are of immense size and are pro-

duced on heavy stalks. Height about 3 ft. HM AIS, 1952; AM,
1954. See page 53.

INDIGLOW (Schortman, '59) Each $4.00
Deepest violet-blue, velvety and brilliant, gigantic in size and fault-

less in form. What more can one ask? Placement on the heavy stalks

is ideal and they will reach a height of 40 inches. HM AIS, 1959;
AM, 1961.

IN ORBIT (Gibson, '63) Each $5.00
A new pattern in plicatas, as regards both the combination of colors

and the striking contrast between standards and falls. Standards are

waved and fluted, solid tan with a flush of hght violet; the ruffled

falls striated and penpered deep plum on a white ground. Large
flowers on stocky, 30-inch, well branched stems. HM AIS, 1964.
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IRENE BROWN (R. Brown, '60) Each $3.00

If you are looking for deep color in the pink class you will find it

here! Clean and rich in tone, the coral red beard adding to its

brightness. Large, fairly early, on 40-inch stems. HM AIS, 1962.

IRMA MELROSE (DeForest, '56) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50

Extra large lemon-yellow with faint plicata markings near the beard

and throat. Although of unusual size the rufiled flowers are graceful

and long lasting in rain or sun. Stems are very tall but strong and
well branched. 38-40 inches. HM AIS, 1956. Shown on page 38.

IVORY GOWN (E. Smith, '63) Each $7.50

Lovely ivory-cream, almost white, from Celestial Snow and Idaho
Gold. Both standards and falls are very waved and frilled and the

large flowers are on well spaced, 40-inch stalks. Pale yellow beard.

HM AIS, 1966.

JAN ELIZABETH (Muhlestein, '59) Each $2.00
Luscious blending of Flamingo pink, peach and pale orchid-pink.

Lace and frills bedeck both the cupped standards and wide spread-

ing falls. The heavy beard is bright tangerine. 34 inches. HM
AIS, 1959.

JANE PHILLIPS (Graves, '50) Each 75c; 3 for $2.00

A hght blue that is deeper in color than Helen McGregor, of which
it is a seedhng, but because it carries more color it is distinct and
worthy in its ovra right. We have seen no Iris which appears nearer

true blue. HM AIS, 1950; AM, 1952. See page 44.

JEAN SIBELIUS (C. Ber^son, '59) Each $2.50
One of the handsomest of all the blues and about as near perfection
as any Iris can be. Clear and crisp steel blue, noble in carriage and
of giant size. 38-inch well branched stalks. HM AIS, 1959; AM,
1962. See below.

JET FIRE (Tompkins, '64) Each $10.00
A stunning and shockingly brilliant red pUcata; snowy white falls

heavily bordered solid bright red; tall, pointed standards of solid

red, but white on the inside. White style arms tipped red and a rich

orange-bronze beard complete this truly unusual flower. 42 inches.

HM AIS, 1965.

JUDY MARSONETTE (Hall, '62) Each $2.50
Here is the deepest pink Iris we have thus far introduced! In addi-
tion to its luscious and smoothy uniform color the large blossoms are
of tailored perfection in form, the falls semi-flaring and of thick

texture. Beard is brilliant red-orange. Stems are stout, well
branched, 34 inches tall. HM AIS, 1964.

JUNE MEREDITH (Muhlestein, '54) Each $1.50
A complete self of rich, deep pink. Color is uniform in both stand-
ards and falls; vivid and alive. Large flowers on 36-inch stems.

HM AIS, 1954; AM, 1956. See page 17.

FLASHING GEM



THOTMES

"Your shipment of Iris arrived in excellent condition. I also want to

thank you for the EXTRA — it was a surprise indeed."

Theodore Martin, Glen Rock, N. J.

JUNGLE FIRES (Schreiner, '60) Each $1.50; 3 for $4.00
A smooth, evenly colored new red self, with jaunty, flaring form
and silken sheen. A "coals-of-fire" shade of red, rather than the red
effect derived from the purple or garnet side of the color spectrum.
Bronze yellow beard. Free blooming, large size, height 3 feet. HM
AIS, 1960; AM, 1964.

KAHILI rSc/ire/ner, '67J Each $2.50
A big bright, contrasty variegata. Falls are deep, velvety maroon-
brown; the standards are Itmiinous pale gold deepening toward the
edges. Style arms are stained with crimson and the beard is rich

yellow. Height 3 feet. HM AIS, 1962.

KARACHI (Schreiner, '58) Each $2.00
Newest, deep burgundy, wine-on-white plicata, darker and redder
than Port Wine or Bazaar. In fact it is more red than anything else;

the only white appears as a patch in the center of the falls. Large,
perfectly formed, on 3-foot stems. HM AIS, 1958. See page 59.

LADY ILSE (K. Smith, '51) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
The brilhant blue of the sky brought down and into the garden in a
flower of exquisite charm and alluring form. Perfection of style and
great width of petals point up this Iris. 38 inches. HM AIS, 1952;
AM, 1955. See page 40.

LA NEGRA FLOR (Crosby, '57) Each $1 .00; 3 for $2.50
The name means "Black Flower" in Spanish. Here is a tall, ruffled,

very dark Iris which won the Primio Firenze Gold Medal in inter-

national competition in Florence, Italy in 1959. 38 inches. HM AIS,
1958.

LASATA (Hinkle, '65) Each $20.00
A very ruffled, huge flower of lilac-mauve, a subdued pastel shade
with self-textured veining in the falls. There is a wide area of gold
on the hafts and the beard is gold. Husky 3 foot stems. The name
is Indian and means "Place of Peace." HC AIS, 1962.

LATE DATE (Ernst, '67) Each $15.00
Illustrated on page 11 . . . and comes honestly by the name, since

it is at its peak of bloom after almost all others have practically

finished. Standards and falls are both white in the central areas

and shade gradually to a uniform, bright violet-blue at the outer

edges. Beard is white but glows slightly orange within the flower.

This is a bi-tone blend and not in any sense a plicata. 36 inches tall,

with good placement.

LAURIE (Gaulter, '66) Each $17.50
Heavily laced lilac-rose-pink with a tangerine beard. The falls have
extra wide hafts and are of thick porcelain-like substance. General
color efi^ect is a sort of "ashes of roses" but much brighter than
that term would indicate. Parentage is Claudia Rene and Glittering

Amber. HM AIS, 1967.

LAVANESQUE (Schreiner, '53) Each $1 .00; 3 for $2.50
Color is an even shade of delicate orchid-pink, the very broad
petals nicely ruffled, the beard and hafts rich gold. This is a very

full-bodied flower in all its parts . . . possibly the very finest of all

the orchid or lilac-purple. 40 inches tall. HM AIS, 1955; AM, 1959.

LEDA KNIGHT (Hinkle, '65) Each $8.00
Here is something new in the "bass viol" category of colors . . .

ranging from deepest red-violet to sooty black. The extra broad
petals are sleek and silky, elegandy ruffled. Beard is deep blue-

violet lighdy tipped orange-brown. 34 inches. HM AIS, 1966.

LICORICE STICK (Schreiner, '61) Each $2.50

A blue-black of exceptional size with 40-inch stems. A nugget of

color richness in the Iris colorama. Even the beard is deep indigo.

Although intensely dark, a velvety sheen imparts brightness to this

unusually fine new black. HM AIS, 1962; AM, 1964.

LIGHTUP (Plough, '63) Each $8.50
Standards are Indian yellow with pink infusion in center. Falls are

a novel blend of pink and lemon, lighter in the center and shaded
to buttercup yellow at the margins. The beard is deep Saturn red,

heavy and wide. Well branched; 36 inches. HM AIS, 1964.

LIKE MAGIC (Carlson, '66) Each $20.00
Large yellow buds open into warm, widely flaring white flowers

with an outpouring of yellow in the center, down over the hafts

and up into the center of the standards. Medium late. 37 inches.

LILAC FESTIVAL (Plough, '59) Each $3.00

A classic, lightly ruffled, wide petaled, light orchid self including

the beard which is almost white. The entire flower has a silvery ap-

pearance. Truly a masterpiece in delicacy of tone, form and size.

33 inches. HM AIS, 1959; AM, 1963. Picture on page 57.
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LILAC LANE (Whiting, '47) Each 75c; 3 for $2.00
Pink-toned lilac self, not a pink but a delicate mauve color of heavy
substance. Beard is very pale yellow. Slightly ruffled, very refined in

effect, 3 feet tall. HM AIS, 1948; AM, 1951. Picture on page 53.

LIMELIGHT (Hall, '52) Each 75c; 3 for $2.00
A canary-yellow to greenish yellow. One of the most novel Iris we
have ever grown and one of the most beautiful as well. The lace-

like blossoms are produced on 35-inch stems. HM AIS, 1952; AM,
1954.

LITTLE DOLLY (Hall, '61) Each $2.50
An intensely colored, medium size, brilliant true pink. Slender of

stem, reaching a height of about 20 inches, it is loaded with flowers

and lasts and lasts. This has found enthusiastic acceptance in

Median Iris circles. HM AIS, 1962.

LITTLE GREMLIN (Hall, '62) Each $1.50
Something entirely different, a perky little almost black-and-white
fellow on 10 to 12-inch stems. The falls are stiff and almost hori-

zontal, white except for a short band of solid blackish violet on
the outer edge and extending about the length of the soft brownish
beard. Standards and style-arms are almost solid deep blackish vio-

let, lightly flaked white. AM AIS, 1966.

LORNA LEE (Gibson, '66) Each $15.00
A true pink, produced on heavy stalks reaching up to four feet,

well branched and with so many flowers per stem that it blooms
for almost three weeks. Blossoms are very large, the falls wide and
horizontally held, with tangerine beard. Grand champion and win-
ner of the Preniio Firenze Medal in Italy in 1965. Shown on
page 29. HM AIS, 1967.

LORNA LYNN (Plough, '61) Each $2.00
This is a luscious blend of salmon, pink and apricot. The large
flowers are flaring and there is a yellow flush below the bright
Saturn-red beard. Very long blooming season. 35 inches. HM AIS,
1963.

LOVELY LETTY (Hall, '60) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50

Bright violet-blue with very brilliant tangerine beard, 30-32 inches

tall, with many flowers. Very flaring falls, standing almost horizontal

—a fine feature for an Iris of medium height. Self colored except for

the fiery beard. HM AIS, 1961. See page 48.

LOVELY LIGHT (Tompkins, '64) Each $10.00
Richest orange-apricot in color and one of the very best of the new
ones in this popular color group. The smooth and handsomely fash-

ioned big blossoms are solidly colored and the beard is bright tan-

gerine. 36 inches; late. A winner at Florence, Italy in 1965. HM
AIS, 1965.

LUCY LEE (Gibson, '60) Each $1.50; 3 for $4.00

Clean sparkling white with bright red-violet stitching; of a size and

quality that sets a new standard in plicatas of this color combina-

tion. It is very large, the stems tall and fully branched and it pro-

duces an abundance of bloom. The beard is light yellow on a

gleaming white haft. Height 3 feet. HM AIS, 1961.

Each $5.00

a big, spreading, lace-edged
LUNAR FIRE (Hall, '63)

Featured in color on page 33 . „, .

flower of golden amber hues, the sharply contrasting beard a blaz-

ing tangerine red. In addition to form and size it has petals of extra

heavy thickness and very stout well branched stems. 36 inches.

HM AIS, 1964.

LUSTY SONG (Gibson, '66) Each $10.00

A unique shade of Burgundy on white, the falls very squarely held,

thick in substance, with just a narrow band of bright Burgundy.
The conical standards are almost solidly colored Burgundy, match-
ing the band on the falls. As distinct from other red or wine pat-

terned plicatas as Siva-Siva is singular in its field. Large, 36 inches,

ideally branched.

LYNN HALL (Hall, '57) Each $2.00

Invariably draws a crowd of admirers. A very deep and uniform
shade of luscious pink. It flowers freely, is beautifully branched
and grows and increases vigorously. 3 feet in height. HM AIS,

1957; AM, 1959. See page 48.

MAD MAID (Gibson, '66) Each $12.00
One of the tasks encountered in trying to describe these novel pli-

catas is that of finding adequate words. So when we sav that Mad
Maid has reddish-tan standards, and white ground falls bordered
copper which shades into reddish-brown markings, let us assure

you that it really is different, and good! 34 inches. HM AIS, 1967.

VIOLET HILLS

MAIN EVENT (Peferson, '60) Each $2.00
Self combination of hght Indian-Lake and Garnet-Lake reds; dull

yellow beard. Heavily substanced large flowers in an unusual shade
of red, the falls wide and flaring. This is a vigorous grower, with
3-foot steins. HM AIS, 1961.

MARIE PHILLIPS (1q\I. '63) Each $5.00
A complete self of light Wisteria violet, an enchanting shade hard
to describe. Beard is the same color. The nearest thing to this is

Lilac Festival, which is somewhat hghter. Domed standards and
flaring falls, lightly ruffled. 36 inches. HM AIS, 1964; AM 1966.
See page 31.

MARRIOTT (Marriott, '59) Each $1 .00; 3 for $2.50
A novel shade of pale blue, sort of dove colored, with a striking

blue beard. Sleek finish and flaring form add to the attractiveness

of this unique Iris. 30 inches. HM AIS, 1961.

MARTEL (Tell, '62) Each $5.00
A deep and rich sultry blend of red, maroon and violet with a yel-

low beard. Width of petals, smoothness, substance and ruffling add
to its high quality. One of Tells best and it flowers rather late.

36 inches. HM AIS, 1963; AM, 1965. See page 32.

MARY RANDALL (Fay, '51) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
A deep rose-pink self, wdth bright tangerine-red beard. Haft is

very wide, free from markings. The form is near perfection and
the flowers are well spaced along a nicely branched, 36-inch stem.

Dykes Medal, 1954.

MAUVE MAGIC (E. Smith, '63) Each $5.00
Lovely, tall and very lacy mauve pink, from Limelight crossed

with Happy Birthday. Falls, standard]? and style arms all have lace

and the beard is bright tangerine. 40 inches.

MAUVE MINK (Hall, '61) Each $2.50
This is pretty much a self — a bewitching shade of rosy lilac and a
hint of blue — pahng to an almost white area about the haft^ in

sharp contrast to the red-orange beard. Note the opulence of tb.e

ruffled standards and the breadth of the spreading falls. Flowers
are large in size, produced on stout 3-foot, well branched stalks.

Shown on page 18. HM AIS, 1962.
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MAYTIME (Whifing, '50) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
Two tones of bright orchid-pink. A handsomely formed full flower
with lots of color. There is a definite contrast in color of standards
and falls, making it a near amoena. 36 inches. HM AIS, 19.50; AM,
1953.

MAY MAGIC (Schreiner, '56) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
A fresh, light hearted, radiant orchid-pink. Not related to nor re-

sembling the flamingo-pinks, it is a frilly edition of the Lavanesque
series. Luscious and delicate, with opalescent hues. HM AIS, 1956.

lAAY MELODY (Hamblen, '65) Each $10.00
Standards are yellow, flushed pink; falls clean white, bordered
deeper yellow. The beard is heavy and of a fiery red-orange. Falls

are ruffled and flaring. HM AIS, 1966.

MAYTIME (Whiting, '50) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
Two tones of bright orchid-pink. A handsomely formed full flower

with lots of color. There is a definite contrast in color of standards

and falls, making it near amoena. 36 inches. HM AIS, 1950; AM,
1953.

MAZATLAN (Hall, '59) Each $1.50
Standards are practicaUy snow-white, flushed amber at the base.

Falls have a white ground but blend into blue beyond the center.

Beard is red-orange on an amber ground. The entire flower is

fringed and shirred at the margins and is from pink breeding.
30-33 inches, well branched.

MELODRAMA (Cook, '56) Each $1 .00; 3 for $2.50
This new break in Iris breeding has attracted vnde attention. The
standards are pale violet, deepening in tone to the deep lilac of the

flaring falls. With its very broad petals and huge size it will be im-
mediately spotted in any planting. 40 inches. HM AIS, 1956; AM,
1958. See page 47.

MELODY LANE (Hall, '49) Each 75c; 3 for $2.00
Bright glistening golden apricot. The color is most attractive, with
great carrying power in the garden. The flowers are very large with
some rufl3ing, good form and a heavy brilliant tangerine beard.
Early, with 36-inch stems. HM AIS, 1950; AM, 1952.

MEMPHIS LASS rSc/jorfmon, '57) Each $2.00
A very rufiled white plicata, with rose to Burgundy markings on
the clean white falls and standards of almost solid Burgundy-rose.
Big fully formed flowers on 38-inch stems. One of the "5 Iris of

the Year" for 1967. See page 30.

MILESTONE (Plough, '65) Each $17.50
A combination of butterscotch yellow standards and dahlia purple
falls, the hafts overlaid brown. A blue blaze in the center of the
falls extends up to and under the beard. HM AIS, 1966.

MILLIONAIRE (Brizendine, '58) Each $1.50; 3 for $4.00
Glamorous light golden brown self, the standards a shade lighter

than the falls. There is a metallic shine to the ruffled petals and
this gives it much more life than the usual brown or tan varieties.

36 inches. HM AIS, 1958; AM, 1960. See page 59.

MINERAL KING (Gibson, '65) Each $4.00
A very late, very large and very tall plicata which will bring a
thrill to jaded Iris appetites near season's end. Both standards and
falls are of huge proportions and the color is spirited and gay — a

rich yellow ground bordered deep rose to copper. Standards are

almost solid rose-red. 40 inches tall.

MISSION SUNSET fBro. Charles, '63) Each $7.50
This is derived from Celestial Glory and is in the same brilliant

orange color range. Described bv some as "golden apricot." Mission
Sunset carries a hint of pink and a touch of chartreuse on the falls.

Beard is deep red and petals are lightly ruffled. 36 inches. HM
AIS, 1964; AM, 1966.

MME. BUTTERFLY (Tompkins, '61) Each $3.50
Quite striking and bizarre is this amoena pattern with pure white
standards and white falls wh-ch are lined with blue-violet veins in
a ray-like design. The beard is white and the hafts are edged with
gold. 38 inches. HM AIS, 1964.

MORNING BRIGHT (Cook, '51) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
Bright cream and rose bicolor or in some lights, cream and salmon.
Standards cream tinted pink, falls creamy old rose; deeper rose in

the central portions. It is most vigorous as a plant, with robust
stems and flowers of extra large size. Height 40 in. HM AIS,
1952. Pictured on page 55.

MOUNTAIN MUSIC (Tompkins, '59) Each $1.50; 3 for $4.00
Huge ruffled, very broad petaled flowers in a subdued shade of
dusty rose-violet, lighted by a bright electric blue beard. This is

one of our favorites of all the Tompkins' varieties. 42 inches. HM
AIS, 1961.

MR. WONDERFUL (Crosby, '59) Each $1.50; 3 for $4.00
A new pink with rich color, wide tailored flaring falls and a pink
beard. There is a light brushing of gold on the haft. Pink En-
chantment and Hall's Flamingo line are in the parentage. 36
inches. HM AIS, 1959.

MUSIC MAKER (Wafers, '63) Each $8.00
The much heralded supreme blue which some critics have judged
as the very best, particularly in form and color, of any blue Iris

thus far. A sky blue self, wide petaled, gracefuUy ruffled, on stout
34-inch stems. HM AIS, 1964; AM, 1966.

MY HONEYCOMB (Gibson, '59) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
A molasses and honey blended plicata of great size, and excellent
branching, embracing the quaht>' of Taholah, one of its parents, in

a taller and flashing combination of colors. The illustration on page
37 shows what to expect ... a giant Firecracker, deeper, richer
and with twice the stem of this fine old favorite. Height 36-38
inches. HM AIS, 1960.

NATIVE CHIEF (Gibson, '66) Each $10.00
Yellowish tan or "buckskin" colored standards, very ruffled and
full, and white falls bordered vdth the same soft tan of the stand-
ards over ivory white. This is one of Gibson's very largest new
things and is undoubtedly one of his best in every way. 36 inches,
well spaced. Shown on page 29.

NEWPORT fSchreiner, '63) Each $5.00
The bluest of blue plicatas, the snowy ground edged a delightful
cerulean blue. It is brighter than Rococo and the colors are in
sharper contrast. Tall, large and well branched. Early. 38 inches.

HM AIS, 1966.

NEW SNOW (Fay, '46) Each 75c; 3 for $2.00
A white Iris which is neither a warm nor a cold white but is as
white as new snow. The beard is full and light yellow, adding a
great deal of life. Stalk is sturdy and well branched, 40 inches
tall, the big flowers much ruffled and flaring. HM AIS, 1946; AM,
1948.

NIGHT SONG (Luihn, '65) Each $10.00
A new sultr\' black from Dark Fury and Black Taffeta. Heavily
ruffled and velvety, the beard matching the deluxe richness of
the standards and falls. Midseason to late. 38 inches. HM AIS,
1966.

NIKE (J. Nelson, '59) Each $3.00
Here is a deep, rich apricot with yellow at the center, the beard
thick and wide, of a deeper apricot shade. From a cross of Cloud
Cap and Palomino; rich and lustrous, with 8-inch blooms. Early
midseason. 38 inches. HM AIS, 1961.

NOB HILL (GauHer, '66) Each $7.50
A soft, sort of bamboo vellow with slight amber overlav on the
faffs. Hafts are slightly deeper in tone and the beard is still deeper
yellow. Huge in size and the great blooms are perfectly formed.
Height to 40 inches. HM AIS, 1967.

NUEVO LAREDO fK/einsorge, '56) Each $1 .00; 3 for $2.50
This distinct Iris is an odd shade of coppery tan with suffusion of
violet and brown. It is very large in size, the petals waved and
curled; the growth vigorous, with tall stems and ideal branching.
Height 3^2 to 4 feet.

OH BOY! (Grinter, '59) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
Waxy chrome-yellow, a complete self, ver\' large in size and of

extra heavy petal texture. This was sent to us for trial along with
Blue Grotto and they make a pair of excellent companions. Heavy
stems and foliage. 3 feet tall.

OLYMPIC TORCH (Schreiner, '58) Each $2.00
This grand coppery vellow-bronze is our choice of all the Schreiner
introductions. It has great size, moderate ruffling, lovely even
coloring, and perfect height and branching. 40 inches; late. HM
AIS, 1958; AM, 1960. Illustrated on page 48.

ONE DESIRE (Shoop, '60) Each $5.00
Nearlv all pink Iris carry a certain amount of peach, salmon or

apricot blended together. Here is one which is devoid of these in-

fluences and in some quarters is regarded as the nearest approach
to real pink. Color is rich and deep with beard in harmony. 34
inches. HM AIS, I960; AM, 1963.
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ORANGE BANNER (V^aiers, '55) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50

Handsome and brilliant orange-yellow of very large size. The
heavy beard is slightly deeper in shade than the rest of the flower.

Petals are broad and well lormed. 34 inches. HM AIS, 1955.

ORANGE JADE (Wise, '63) Each $5.00

A deep golden orange self, near to true orange, including the beard.

The form is excellent and the intense color should make it a striking

clump in the garden. 36 inches. HM AIS, 1964.

ORANGE PARADE (Hambhn, '6]) Each $6.50

A vivid and moderately laced and ruffled orange bi-tone, between
Marigold and Spanish orange. A startling and rich orange effect.

Wide, flaring falls and closed standards. Fairly early. 38 inches.

HM AIS, 1962; AM, 1964.

ORELIO (DeForest, '47) Each 75c; 3 for $2.00

Deep crimson-brown, more red than brown. It is large, tall and
well branched. HM AIS, 1948. Shown on page 43.

PACIFIC PANORAMA fSexfon, '60) Each $3.50

A spectacular sea-blue self of great-size and imposing carriage.

The ruffled flowers are produced on 40-inch, well branched stems.

Beard'is yellow tipped white. HM AIS, 1961; AM, 1963. Dykes
Medal 1965. Shown on page 32.

PALOMINO (Hall, '52) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50

The falls are pale ivory with an amber-copper shoulder and thin

band all the way around. Beard is hke a bonfire. For size, form»

substance, branching and truly marvelous color, tliis in indeed su-

preme. Height 3 ft. HM AIS, 1952; AM, 1954. See page 49.

PARISIAN BLUE fSc/ireiner, '65) Each $12.00
Bright and uniform azure blue without haft markings and of

serenely fashioned form. With petals of great width and 40-inch

stems ideally branched, we think it probably the best of all the

Schreiner blues. Medium late. HM AIS, 1966.

PARTY PINK (Crosby, '59) Each $1.50; 3 for $4.00
Here is a variation in the constantly growing assemblage of what
was a lean and seemingly overlooked color class. Without the

yellow-salmon influence or most kinds this one inclines to the or-

chid side and the prominent beard is in harmony but of deeper
tone. 38-40 inches tall, large and loaded with flowers.

PATHFINDER (Whifing, '48) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
A big, broad p>etaled, pearly rose-pink with very heavy substance.
Actually a blend, rather than a pink, with some coppery suffusion

about the haft and style arms. The beard is yellow. Height 36
inches. HM AIS, 1948. See page 38.

PATIENCE fSc/iorfmon, '55) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
A rare shade of rich magenta or light red-violet, standards and
falls uniform in color, the beard cream tipped yellow. Wide petaled
and very large in size. 40 inches. HM AIS, 1956; AM, 1958. One
of the "Five Iris of the Year" for 1963.

PATRICIAN (H. Hall, '53) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
Standards are pure white, lightly flushed yellow at the base. The
falls are wide and flaring, also white, but with a heavy overlay of

gold entirely covering the hafts. Exceptionallv large, evenly bal-

anced. HM AIS, 1953; AM, 1958; President's Cup, 1958. 36 inches.

PAY DAY (Tompkins, '62) Each $3.50
One of the most brilhant of all yellows; large, nicely formed, very
heavily ruffled and fluted. Blooms early through late mid-season on
well branched stems. Parentage is Fusilier x Allaglow. HM AIS,
.1965.

PIERRE MENARD (Fought, '48) Each 75c; 3 for $2.00
Finest of the medium toned blues; a hyacinth-blue, with some fine

netting in slightly deeper shade. Beard is canary-yellow. Very
flaring in form, large, with broad segments, 36 to 40 inches tall.

A very late Iris. HM AIS, 1948; AM, 1950. See page 39.

PINK CHEEKS (Randolph, '57) Each $1.50
An odd shade of greenish yellow with very distinctive flush of
pink on the hafts and a pinkish glow in the standards. Beard is

reddish orange. Attractive and colorful. 38 inches. HM AIS, 1962.

PINK CHIMES (Hall, '57) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
This might be termed a "refined" Pink Sensation. The rich pink
falls carry a smooth overlay of gold near the base of the stand-
ards. There is no veining and the beard is fiery tangerine. Prolific

in growth and very free blooming with large flowers. 34 inches.
HM AIS, 1957. One of the "Five Iris of the Year" for 1963. See
page 37.



PINK MAGIC (Hall, '61) Each $2.00

This is a \'ery large apple-blossom or blush-pink shading to a cop-
pery pink tinge at the outer margins of both standards and falls.

It is an Iris with superb form, the standards full and slightly

crinkled, the falls wide and perfecdv held. Stout stems, 34 inches

in height. HM AIS, 1964.

PINK SENSATION (David Hall, '48) Each 75c; 3 for $2.00
True dehcate light pink, without any influence or lilac or salmon
tones, and sporting the famous tangerine or orange-red beard. A
large flower, full and rounded in form, with laciniated petal edges.

Extremely earlv — one of the very first of the tall bearded to come
into flower. Height about 33 inches. HM AIS, 1950; AM, 1952.

See page 43.

PINNACLE (Sievens, '49) Each 75c; 3 for $2.00
Standards of clear sparkling white and well formed broad falls of

clean primrose-yellow. Bred in New Zealand; it is a good grower
with perfect branching on 3-foot stems. HM AIS, 1949; AM,
1951. Illustrated on page 53.

PINWHEEL (Schreiner, '62) Each $2.50
Ruby-burgundy on cream, the standards solid burgundy and the

starchy, flaring falls cream striated with radiating lines, hence the

"pinwheel" effect. Crisp and Hvely — and different ! 34 inches.

HM AIS, 1963.

POINT LACE (Gibson, '60) Each $2.00
Here is a big, clean, ivor}'-cream-pink flower with tangerine beard.

As the name implies, the entire blossom is fringed with lace at the

edges — both standards and falls. Even the stvde arms carry this

ornamentation. Stalks are rigid and reach a height of 36 inches.

HM AIS, 1961.

POMPANO PEACH (Schreiner, '63) Each $5.00
This new peach-apricot blend is especially noteworthy on account
of its luscious luminescent quality and lacquered sheen. Large,
well formed and frilled, on 36 inch stems. Rather early. HM
AIS, 1964.

PORT WINE (Sass, '50) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
Deep wine-red standards shot with white, the falls broad and
rounded with an almost solid border of wine-purple. The color is

sharp and vivid. Height 3 feet. HM AIS, 1950; AM, 1953. See
page 43.

PRETENDER (Cook, '51) Each 75c; 3 for $2.00
Standards are soft yellow, falls solid velvety blue-purple with nar-
row lighter margin. Genuinely different ! 35 inches tall with large

flowers. HM AIS, 1952; AM, 1955. Shown on page 39.

PRETTY CAROL (Hamblen, '59) Each $2.00
Lovely rich orchid self with a lighter area in the center of the falls,

highlighted by a complementar\' tangerine beard. The large flowers
are broad and fuUv formed, stalks heavy and well branched, reach-
ing 3 feet or more. One of the very best. HM AIS, 1959; AM, 1961.

PRETTYFIELD (Cook, '59) Each $1.50
Clean white standards; white falls delicately blended or flushed
clear blue around the outer margins. The beard is bright yellow.
This may sound like the famihar blue plicata pattern but it is a
decidedly different type. Large flower; 36-inch stems. HM AIS,
1959.

PRETTY QUADROON (Kleinsorge, '48) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
Smooth, metallic, light copper-brown or pale tan, with a hint of
lavender and gold. The flowers are of faultless form — wide hafts,

spreading falls and large, closed standards. The beard is brown.
Height 33 to 36 inches. HM AIS, 1948; AM, 1950. See page 36.

PRIMROSE PATH (Framke, '63) Each $5.00
Perfection in this cool, creamv, greenish yellow or primrose ^ellow
class. Large, velvet>- and perfect in form. A real beauty- and one
which, once seen, is not soon forgotten. Very long blooming sea-
son. 39 inches.

PRINCE INDIGO (Schreiner, '64) Each $10.00
Of richest pansy-violet hue, uniform in standards, falls and beard,
with velvetv-like pile on the falls and silken finish in the standards,
here is truly an Iris supreme ! 38 inches tall, generous in size,

ideally branched. Late. HM AIS, 1965; AM, 1967. See page 29.

QUEEN'S TASTE (Douqlas, '52) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
Lavender-pink standards with a strong mid-rib. The falls are a
blended rose to violet-red, the entire flower full and verv large in
size. HM AIS, 1953; AM, 1955. Shown on page 41.

RADIANT APOGEE (Gibson, '66) Each $1 5.00

It would be difficult to conjure up a more colorful or "attention

getting" Iris than this. While a member of the pHcata fine, of

course, it is devoid of much in the way of dots and stitches pecu-
liar to its kinfolk. Standards are solid, bright deep yellow, vwth no
markings. Falls are clear white in the center, banded deep gold
with some brownish markings high on the haft. Beard is deep
orange. Ruffled and well branched. 36 inches. Shown on page 29.

HM AIS, 1967.

RAINBOW GOLD (Plough, '60) Each $4.00

Intense buttercup vellow, heavily laced and crimped at the mar-

gins, with an almost red beard. One of the very best and most
popular of recent introductions. Large flowers on 34-inch stalks.

HM, AIS, 1960; AM, 1962. See page 30.

RASPBERRY RIBBON (Schreiner, '51) Each 75c; 3 for $2.00

The standards are almost completely raspberry-red, the falls gleam-
ing white in the center of a surrounding band matching the stand-

ards. Beard is orange. HM AIS, 1951; AM, 1955.

REAL DELIGHT (Waters, '60) Each $2.50

A huge and gorgeous blend of blush pink and deep apricot. Petals

are broad and thick in texture, the falls flaring and supporting a

heavy, bright red-orange beard. There is a greenish chartreuse

glow within the flowers. SVii feet. HM AIS, 1960. Shown on
page 30.

REHOBETH (DeForest, '53) Each 75c; 3 for $2.00
Palest sk\'-blue — almost the lightest shade of blue imaginable ! Of
such perfect form and thick texture that it appears to be wrought
from porcelain. The blooms measure seven inches and over. HM
AIS, 1954; AM, 1956. Premio Firenze Award in Italy, 1957.

RIBBON ROUND (Torripkins, '63) Each $7.50
Snow white and sharply contrasting blue, surely the most exciting

plicata of this type to date. Huge in size, moderately ruffled and
ideally branched on stems up to 48 inches in height. It is one of

the first to come into flower and continues right through the sea-

son. HM AIS, 1964; AM, 1966. Shown on back cover.

RIPPLING WATERS (Fay, '61) Each $5.00
Pale bluish-orchid, a shade difficult to describe but it certainly is

not in any sense pink. The very bright tangerine beard, on a
creamy ground, creates a dramatic and unusual effect. Big blos-

soms, flaring falls, with ripples, ruffles and frills. 36 inches. HM
AIS, 1962; AM, 1964. Dykes Medal, 1966. Shown on page 7.

ROBERT J. GRAVES (K. Smith, '58) Each $1.50; 3 for $4.00
A gigantic late white with yellow beard. It is flawless in form with
big closed standards and broad falls of enamel-hke finish. Three to

four-foot stems are ramrod straight and the branching is perfect.

ROCKET RUST (Gibson, '63) Each $3.50
Falls are bright rusty copper smoothlv blended on a creamy ground,
the standards sofidly colored rust>' copper. Lighter, brighter and
much larger than Chinquapin but with some of the same hues and
tints found in that fine new plicata. Petals are thick, broad and
lighdv ruffled. Height 36 inches. HM AIS, 1964. Shown on page 23.

ROCOCO (Schreiner, '60) Each $2.50
Ruffled and fluted, giant plicata of bright blue on clean white, the
blue pattern especially wide and heavy in the folds of the stand-
ards. The falls are pure white in the center, with a quite distinct

band of blue encircling a full half inch of the pleated and ruffled

border. Beard is deep vellow. Earlv; 40 inches. Patent No. 2077.
HM AIS, 1960; AM, 1962. See page 12.

ROMANESQUE (Hall, '60) Each $2.50
A vers- large, deep mulberrv flower, near the color of Elmohr but a

bit more "rosy." The beard is not heav\- but is quite reddish. Ruf-
fled and waved, with very broad standards and falls. Stalks are tall

and stiff, the branching very good. HM AIS, 1961. See page 16.

ROSE AMETHYST (Kleinsorge, '57) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
A plum-colored Iris with rosv glow and soft brown hafts. Unique
in color, the flowers large and perfectly formed; we are quite sure
that vou will find it a lovely garden subject and one that will

attract immediate attention in any collection of the very finest.

Height 3 feet or over.

ROSECREST (Hall, '63) Each $3.00
Surely a completely new color combination — soft flesh pink shad-
ing to bright rose-peach along the margins of both the standards
and falls. Flowers are produced in profusion and are fluted and
ruffled. Good size, spreading falls, 3-foot stems. HM AIS, 1965.

ROSEDALE mall, '52) Each 75c; 3 for $2.00
Much ruffled salmon-pink blend, the falls held squarely horizontal.

A two-year clump is a mass of bloom. It is very late, about 30
inches in height, ideal for the front of the border. HM AIS, 1954.

[28]



"The Iris arrived yesterday and weYe planted today. They were in perfect con-
dition as usual, and I want to thank you especially for sending me an exira.
I am looking forward eagerly to next Spring."

Mrs. W. S. Shelly, Clementon, N.J.

RADIANT APOGEE

THE NOVELTY
QUARTET

RADIANT APOGEE $15.00

LORNALEE 15.00

PRINCE INDIGO $10.00

NATIVE CHIEF 10.00

These four—a $50 value, for $25

PRINCE INDIGO

LORNA LEE

[29]
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STEPPING OUT SOUTHERN COMFORT

SUPER N0VE|IY(

All 1 1 in collectior

plus— (see n€

AAARTEL

GOLDEN DELIGHl

PACIFIC PANORA
HEATHER HAWK

All 14foi

MEMPH ASS

RAINBOW GOLD

REAL DELIGHT

vglv

CANDLE FLAy

" 'A thing of beauty is a joy forever'

and there are many joys in my gar-

den especially the iris I have pur-

chased from you in the past. The
garden is not only a delight to me
but to neighbors and friends as well.

I wish it could be three times larger

than it is."

Mrs. Horald North, Syracuse, N.Y.

"Again, many thanks for the won-
derful plants, the speedy and expert

handling, and most of all, the gen-

erous gifts."

Mrs. L. B. Watson, McLean, Va.
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STEPPING OUT

RAINBOW GOLD
REAL DELIGHT

0r

MARIE PHILLIPS

SOUTHERN COMFORT

" 'A thing of beauty is a joy jorever"

and there are many joys in my gar-

den especially the iris I have pur-
chased from you in the past. The
garden is not only a delight to me
l>ut to neighbors and friends as well.

I wish it could be three times larger
than it is."

Mrs. Horald North, Syracuse. N.Y.

"Again, many thanks for the won-
derful plants, ttte speedy and expert
handling, and most of all, the gen-
erous gills."

Mrs. L. Watson, McLean, Va.

5.00

2,00

3.50

10.00

SUPER NOVELTY GROUP
All 11 in collection at right $51.00

plus— (see next page)

MARTEL

GOLDEN DELIGHT

PACIFIC PANORAMA
HEATHER HAWK

Total value $71 .50

All 14for$3S.S0

MEMPHIS LASS

CANDLE FLAMF

[30]

NOVELTY COLLECTION

All 1 1 for $25

STEPPING OUT $8.00

RAINBOW GOLD 4.00

REAL DELIGHT 2.50

,
SOUTHERN COMFORT 8.00

' MEMPHIS LASS 2.00

CANDLEFLAME 2.50 1

MARIE PHILLIPS 5.00

EVER AND EVER 5.00

COLLEGE QUEEN 5.00

FLORADORA FLOUNCE 4.00

LUNAR FIRE (page 33) 5.00

Catalog value $51.00

FLORADORA FLOUNCE

COLLEGE QUEEN EVER AND EVER^

[31]





Gold Cii^

Collection

lOO*^ in Extras I

See ftext

two pages

[33J



lOO^ in Extras? OOTiD OTTP
•ks like this: from the followine hst of 205 X^-^ X^.^^J-J J.It works hke this: from the following hst of 205

varieties you select a minimum of $25 worth — one

of a kind — and choose an equal amount in value,

FREE! For example . . .

S25 will get you S50 worth

$40 will buy S80 worth

S50 will pay for $100 worth

TJiis offer is limited to these 205 kii^ds only. Mini-

mum selection $50 worth . . . payment $25 or more.

WILD APACHE

After Dark $ 3.50

Alaskan Crown 14.00

Alpine Blue 3.00

Annabell Lee 15.00

Arctic Flame 5.00

August Moon 5.00

Azurite 2.50

Bermuda High 10.00

Big Chief 4.00

Black Swan 2.00

Blue Baron 5.00

Blue Grotto 2.00

Blue Mountains 8.00

Blushing Beauty 10.00

Brasilia 3.00

Brass Accents 2.00

Brave Viking 4.00

Breathless 5.00

Bright Cloud 3.00

Bright Forecast 2.50

Brightside 3.50

Brilliant Star 3.50

Bronze Bell 2.00

Butterscotch Kiss 2.00

Camelot Rose 20.00

Candleflame 2.50

Capt. Gallant 2.00

Carolina Peach 7.50

Casa Grande 3.00

Cashmere 5.00

Cayenne Capers 2.00

Celestial Glory 3.50

Celestial Sunlight 2.50

Chinese Coral 7.50

Christmas Angel 2.00

Claudia Rene 5.00

Cloud Capers 15.00

College Queen 5.00

Comanchero 7.50

Comforting Thought 5.00

Corobond 5.00

Country Squire 15.00

Court Ballet 3.50

Crinkled Beauty 7.50

Cross Country 4.00

Curls of Gold 4.00

Dancing Rill 5.00

Dawn Crest 3.50

Deep Space 2.50

Denver Dawn 5.00

Desert Glow 2.00

Desert Thistle 2.50

Diplomat 17.50

Divine Blue 2.00

Doge of Venice 10.00

Dream Maiden 6.00

Dream Spun 2.50

Edenite 3.50

El Monsour $ O.OU

Emerald Fountain o.OO

Emma Cook

Esther Fay 3.00

ttnereal rmk 2.00

Ever and Ever 3.UU

Fairy Fable Z.30

Fairy Rose 3.00

o.uu

Fifth Avenue 0.3U

Fire Magic o.uu

A on

rieet Admiral /.OO

Floradora Flounce 4.UU

Fluted Haven Z.0\)

Frontier Marshall O.UU

run uress O.UU
Pull \Jr^\*r,nesrun voltage O KA

oaiiy v.iaa 1 n nn
1 U.UU

Gala Gown z.ou

Gay Tracery 1 nn
1 Z.UU

Georgie Ernst o nn/.UU

Giant Rose 1 nnz.UO

Gingersnap 10 nn

wiibicniri^ onow A nn

ooiaen ueiignT nnz.UU

Golden Filigree 1 ^n/.jU

Golden Masterpiece z.ou

woiucn icurs

Gold Piece o nnz.uu

Goodness /.3U

Gracie Pfost «cnz.ou

Grand Rapids 1 <» nn
1 o.uu

Green Quest 1 nno.uu

Gringo c nnO.UU

Gypsy Jewels A nn4.UU

Gypsy Lullaby <; nno.uu

Hawaiian Breeze nn

Heartbreaker ^ nno.uu

neainer nawK 1 n nn
1 U.UU

Heavenly Days "J nnO.UU

Henry Shaw 1 nno.uu

nign adovc "J nnO.UU

High Esteem t; nnzO.UO

riign Lite 7 Rn

Imperial Lilac
C AA5.00

Indiglow 4.00

In Orbit 5.00

Irene Brown 3.00

Ivory Gown 7.50

Jan Elizabeth 2.00

Jean Sibelius 2.50

Jet Fire 10.00

Kahili 2.50

Karachi 2.00

Lasata 20.00

Laurie 17.50

Licorice Stick 2.50

SPARKLING CHAMPAGNE
[34]



GYPSY LULLABY

LIQilT up rvoinuQw ooia ^ 4.UU

Liiuc resTivui o.uu '?nz.ou

LinQerinQ Sunset / .OK) fxiDDon i\ouna / .3U

Lime uoiiy Rippling ^A/ate^s 3.UU

Lorno Lynn i\OCKcT l\UST

Lovely Ligl^t 1 u.uu Rococo Z.3U

Lunar Fire O.UU Romonescjue sn

Mme. DUTTertly J.3U Rosecrest O.UU

rAQo Maid 12.00 Royal Tapestry 1 A AA10.00

AAnin Pvonf 9 00 PijfFIAn Drpnm 7 50

Marie Phillips 5.00 Rumbling Thunder 5.00

Martel 5.00 Seafair Queen 4.00

Mauve Magic 5.00 Seashell Music 8.00

Mauve Mink 2.50 Silence 25.00

Memphis Lass 2.00 Siva-Siva 3.00

Milestone 17.50 Soaring Kite 2.00

Mineral King 4.00 Son of Satan 2.50

Mission Sunset 7.50 Sorority Girl 2.50

Music Maker 8.00 Spanish AfFair 3.00

Native Chief 10.00 Sparkling

Newport 5.00 Champagne 7.50

Night Song 10.00 Splash O' Pink 5.00

Nike 3.00 Stepping Out 8.00

Nob Hill 7.50 Sterling Silver 5.00

Olympic Torch 2.00 Striped Butterfly 3.00

One Desire 5.00 Stylemaster 12.50

Orange Jade 5.00 Sun Chariot 3.50

Orange Parade 6.50 Sunny Splendor 12.00

Pacific Panorama 3.50 Swahili 20.00

Parisian Blue 12.00 Sylvan Stream 2.50

Pay Day 3.50 Tahiti Sunrise 3.50

Pink Magic 2.00 Talent Shov^ 15.00

Pinwheel 2.50 Tar Heel 7.50

Pompano Peach 5.00 Tov/ny Mink 15.00

Pretty Carol 2.00 Thunder Road 7.50

Prettyfield 1.50 Tomeco 2.50

Primrose Path 5.00 Top Dollar 5.00

Prince Indigo 10.00 Torch Bearer 5.00

Radiant Apogee 15.00 Tropic Blue 12.50

GAY TRACERY

WINE AND ROSES

Trudy $10.00 Whole Cloth $ 2.00

Twilight Zone 3.50 Wild Apache 8.00

Ultrapoise 10.00 Wild Ginger 3.50

Utah Valley 2.00 Wine & Roses 5.00

Velvet Brass 10.00 Winter Olympics 7.0Q

Wandering Rainbow 25.00 Yes Sir 10.00

[35]



BRAVADO PREHY QUADROON

MafeeYouj^ Own Selection

YES, YOU ACTUALLY SELECT 50% MORE THAN
YOU PAY and you can choose as many kinds as you
wish ... as long as the order totals $5 or more, and
varieties are chosen from those which appear in the

lists on pages 37 to 47.

FOR EXAMPLE, you may choose $7.50 worth and pay
just $5; or pick $12 worth and pay $8. For $10 you
could select $15 in value . . . and so on. In other words,
you make up your list from these next 11 pages and
then deduct one-third the total price . . . minimum order
$5, and not less than three different varieties. Do not
include Irises not listed in these groups. Pay only 2/3
of total.

[36]



BROADWAY STAR

PINK CHIMES

rtcccni <fi 1 nn

Affpr Darkr\\ LCI \-fQ \ r\ 3.50

Ml DUian 1.00

A 1 o 1MldlOo 1 nn

Ml IdglUW 1.00

A 1 1 OCT ! anpor\\ \ 1 a 1 1 v^c 1.50

A
1 ni np R 1 1 IP 3.00

MIllcLliyoL rialllc 1.50

AnnpttprAI 1 1 IC LLC 1.00

MniriclTl

Mppic Vdi Icy 1 'in

Mpricui udiiL^ci 1.00

Ml L LIU r Idi I Ic "i nn

MrClIC oKlcb

MigUb riledbd 1 1

L

1 nn

A crtonc7 1 nuuMbpcl iglUW 1.00

A 71 1 ri toMZUi 1 Lc

Ddl Ig 1.00

DdZ.ddi 1.00

Roop K loafOCCL'l I i Cd 1 1.00

Ria PhipfDl^ V^lllcl 4 nn

DldL^iA OWdl 1 2.00

D ldL.r\ 1 d 11 C Ld 1 nn

R 1 1 iphparH 1.00

RIlip (^rnttnDILIC VJILJLLL/ 2.00

R 1 1 lo K^ni 1 nfa i ncD i UC IVIL'LJ 1 1 Ld Ilia 8.00

Rliip ^annhirp 1.00

D 1 Uc opi lie) 1 5n

Brasilia 3.00

Brass Accents 2.00

Bravado 1.00

Breathless 5.00

Bright Cloud 3.00

Brightside 3.50

Brilliant Star 3.50

Broadway Star 1.00

Bronze Bell 2.00

Buttercup Bower 2.50

Butterhorn 1.00

Butterscotch Kiss 2.00

Caldron 1.00

Candleflame 2.50

Candle Magic 1.50

Capt. Gallant 2.00

Carmela 1.00

Caroline Jane 1.00

Casa Grande 3.00

Cashmere 5.00

Catalina 10.00

Cayenne Capers 2.00

Celestial Glory 3.50

Celestial Snow 1.50

Celestial Sunlight 2.50

Chinese Coral 7.50

Chinese Lantern 1.00

Chinquapin 1.50

Christmas Angel 2.00

STRIPED

BUTTERFLY

MY
HONEYCOMB

WHOLE CLOTH
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CAROLINE JANE

Claudia Rene
Cliffs of Dover

Cloud Cap
College Queen

5.00 Comanchero

1.00 Comforting Thought

1.00 Concord River

5.00 Copper Halo*

7.50

5.00

1.50

1.00

BLUE SAPPHIRE

Countryside $ 1.50 Dave's Orchid $ 1.50

Court Ballet 3.50 Dawn Crest 3.50

Crinkled Beauty 7.50 Deep Space 2.50

Crinkled Ivory 1.50 Demetria 1.00

Crispette 1.00 Denver Dawn 5.00

Cross Country 4.00 Desert Glow 2.00

Curls of Gold 4.00 Desert Thistle 2.50

Dancing Tiger 1.50 Divine Blue 2.00

Dark Fury 2.00 Doge of Venice 10.00

Dark Splendor 1.50 Dot & Dash 1.50

PATHFINDER

[38]
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LADY ILSE

V^'^ OFF 1

Floradora Flounce

Fluted Copper

Fluted Haven

4.00

1.00

2.50

Foaming Seas

Fortune's Gift

Frost and Flame

$ 1.00

1.00

1.00

DESERT THISTLE

Full Dress $ 3.00 Golden Blaze $ 1.00

Full Voltage 2.50 Golden Crown 1.00

Gaily Clad 10.00 Golden Delight 2.00

Gala Gown 2.50 Golden Filigree 7.50

Galilee 1.50 Golden Garland 1.00

Garden Gold .75 Golden Masterpiece 2.50

Gaylord 1.00 Golden Spice 1.50

Gay Tracery 12.00 Golden Sunshine 1.00

Georgie Ernst 2.00 Golden Years 2.50

Giant Rose 2.00 Gold Piece 2.00

Glistening Snow 4.00 Goodness 7.50



SHEIK OF ARABY

Gracie Pfost $ 2.50 Heather Hawk $10.00 In Orbit $ 5.00 La Negra Flor $ 1.00

Grand Coulee 1.50 Heavenly Days 3.00 Irene Brown 3.00 Lavanesque 1.00

Grand Teton 1.50 Helen Collingwood 1.00 Irma Melrose 1.00 Licorice Stick 2.50

Gringo 5.00 Helen Novak 1.00 Ivory Gown 7.50 Light Up 8.50

Gypsy Jewels 4.00 Henna Stitches 1.50 Jan Elizabeth 2.00 Lilac Festival 3.00

Gypsy Lullaby 5.00 Henry Shaw 3.00 Jane Phillips .75 Lilac Lane .75

Happy Birthday 1.00 High Above 3.00 Jean Sibelius 2.50 Limelight .75

Happy Wanderer 1.00 High Life 7.50 Jet Fire 10.00 Little Dolly 2.50

Harvest Splendor .75 Imperial Lilac 5.00 June Meredith 1.50 Little Gremlin 1.50

Hawaiian Breeze 2.00 Imperial Woman 1.50 Jungle Fires 1.50 Lorna Lynn 2.00

Heartbeat 1.50 Inca Chief 1.00 Kahili 2.50 Lovely Letty 1.00

Heartbreaker 5.00 Indiglow 4.00 Karachi 2.00 Lovely Light 10.00

Lady Use 1.00 Lucy Lee 1.50



5^ OIi^Fl

Lunar Fire $ D.UU

Lusty Song iU.UU

Lynn nan ^.uu

Mad Maid

Main Event

Marie Phillips 3.UU

Marriott 1 nnl.UU

Martel nn

Mary Randall 1 nnl.UU

Mauve Magic R nn3.UU

Mauve Mink Rn

may nail 1 nnl.UU

May Magic 1 nnl.UU

Maytime 1 nnl.UU

ividzaiian 1 sn

Meiodrama 1 nnl.UU

IVIclUUy Ldl Ic 7S/ J

Memphis Lass nn^.uu

[vi ! 1 Moridi re

Mineral King J nn'f.UU

Morning Bright l.UU

Mountain Music i.JU

ivi r. vvuiiu ci 1 u

t

8 nn

My Honeycomb 1 nn

iNaiive L/niei in nn

Newport R nn

iNew onow ./ J

iNigni oong in nn

IN 1 Ke nn

INOD nlll

Nuevo Laredo 1.00

Oh Boy! 1.00

Olympic Torch 2.00

One Desire 5.00

Orange Banner 1.00

Orange Parade 6.50

Orelio .75

Pacific Panorama 3.50

Palomino 1.00

Parisian Blue 12.00







Pinnacle $ .75 Prince Indigo $10.00 Rippling Waters $ 5.00 Royal Violet $ 1.50

Pinwheel 2.50 Queen's Taste 1.00 Robt. J. Graves 1.50 Ruffled Dream 7.50

Pompano Peach 5.00 Radiant Apogee 15.00 Rocket Rust 3.50 Rumbling Thunder 5.00

Port Wine 1.00 Rainbow Gold 4.00 Rococo 2.50 Sable Night i.OO

Pretender .75 Ranger .75 Romanesque 2.50 Seafair Queen 4.00

Pretty Carol 2.00 Raspberry Ribbon .75 Rose Amethyst 1.00 Seashell Music 8.00

Prettyfield 1.50 Real Delight 2.50 Rosecrest 3.00 Sheik of Araby 1.50

Pretty Quadroon 1.00 Rehobeth 1.00 Rosedale .75 Sierra Skies 1.00

Primrose Path 5.00 Ribbon Round 7.50 Royal Tapestry 10.00 Siva-Siva 3.00



Soaring Kite ^ ^.UU

Solid Gold 1 nni.UU

Son of Satan

Sorority Girl Rn

South Pacific 1.00

Spanish Affair
nn

Sparkling Champagne /.DU

Splash rink nn

Spring Charm 1 nni.OU

Spring Festival 1 nn

Step Forward I.dU

Stepping Out fi nn

Sterling Silver 5.00

Striped Butterfly 3.00

Stylemaster 12.50

Sun Chariot 3.50

Sunny Splendor 12.00

Sunset Blaze .75

Surprise Party .75

Swan Ballet 1.50

Sylvan Stream 2.50

Symphony 1.50

Tahiti Sunrise 3.50

Taholah 1.00

Tallchief 1.00

Tar Heel 7.50

Techny Chimes 1.50

Temple Bells .75

Thotmes III 1.00

Thunder Road 7.50

Toast an' Honey 1.00

Toll Gate 1.50

Tomeco 2.50

Top Dollar 5.00

Top Favorite 1.00

Top Flight 1.00

Torchbearer 5.00

Trim 1.50

Trudy 10.00

Truly Yours 1.00

Twilight Zone 3.50

Ultrapoise 10.00

Utah Cream 1.00

Utah Valley 2.00

FLUTED COPPER





LOVELY LETTY

RUMBLING THUNDER (Tompkins, '62) Each $5.00
A pure self of Midnight Violet, with broad, domed standards and
huge, rounded, near horizontal falls. The violet beard with bronze-
yellow tips is set on smooth and solidly colored hafts. Majestic in

ever\' way! 36 inches. HM AIS, 1963.

SABLE NIGHT (P. Cook, '52) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
Richest black velvet, with very deep glow of underlying red.

Heavy bronze beard. Winner of the Dykes Medal in 1955. One of

the "5 Iris of the Year" for 1961. Shown on page 45.

SEAFAIR QUEEN (R. Brown, '61) Each $4.00
Beautiful ivor\' white with heavilv laced edges of pale vellow and
a yellow beard. E.xcellent form with wide, flaring falls. A good
parent for lacy seedUngs. 32 inches. HM AIS, 1963.

OLYMPIC TORCH

"7 have always had luck with the iris I received from i/oii, they always
bloom the first year." Isaac W. Hahecker, Lebanon, Penna.

ROYAL TAPESTRY (Schreiner, '64) Each $10.00

A deep blend of red, bronze, copper and violet, lavishly beautiful

and imposing in appearance. Of giant size, the ruffled flowers ex-

hibit a regal richness and an ember-like glow. Ruffled petals; ex-

cellent branching. 38 inches. HM AIS, 1965.

ROYAL VIOLET (Riddle, '59) Each $1.50; 3 for $4.00

The great size and all-round majesb,- of this fine Iris cannot be
adequately brought out in our picture on page 59. It is more blue

than Violet Hills, velvety rather than silky and the beard is Ught

blue to almost white. The petals are extremelv broad and flaring.

40 inches. HM AIS, 1959.

RUFFLED DREAM (E. Smith, '63) Each $7.50

A lovelv ruffled and frilled soft yellow; standards, falls and style-

arms all lacy and crimped. 38-inch stems, large flowers.

[48] LYNN HALL



CAPTAIN GALLANT

SEASHELL MUSIC (Ernsf, '65) Each $8.00
A blend of rose and copper etched on creamy white, remindful of

some of the colorful seashells from tropic shores. Huge in size,

ideal in form, and the flowers of thick enamel-like substance are
produced on 40-inch stems. This is from My Honeycomb x Fairy
Fable, so you see it is one-half pink and should provide good op-
portunity tor breeding. See page 8.

SEPTEMBER SONG (Hamblen, '62) Each $3.50
Coral standards, yellow falls, the shrimp-red beard set on a white
haft area. This is remindful of bright autumn color on a sunny day.
Ruffled flowers of good size on 32-inch stems. HM AIS, 1963.

TAHOLAH
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TAHITI SUNRISE

SHEIK OF ARABY (Wickersham, '60) Each $1.50; 3 for $4.00
A symphony in muted violets, bronze and copper. The very large

flowers lack nothmg in either form, substance or width of petal

that goes into the making of a perfect Iris. Stems are strong and
sturdy, the branching well placed. Height is about 36-38 inches.

Shown on page 41.

SIERRA SKIES (Shoriman, '54) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
Here we have the blue of a bright blue sky, the large blossoms
superbly held on tall stems, the wide falls flaring gracefully. This
lovely Iris is in great demand as one which comes nearest to spec-
trum-blue 38 inches. HM AIS, 1954; AM, 1956.

SILENCE (Tompkins, '66) Each $25.00
A briUiantly rich, deep yellow with a self-colored beard and a

slightlv lighter canary yellow glow over the central part of the falls.

Tompkins considers this his finest yellow to date. 38 inches. Rather
late.

SIVA-SIVA (Gibson, '62) Each $3.00

A flamboyant combination of rich golden standards flushed with
cinnamon and porcelain white falls heavily bordered and etched
brilliant red-mahogany-brown. All petals are fluted and rippled

and the flaring falls are almost horizontal. The large, long lasting

flowers are fragrant with the scent of spice. Height 36 inches. HM
AIS, 1963. See page 39.

SOARING KITE (J. Nelson, '58) Each $2.00
Wide, ruffled flaring ivory and pale primrose — a creamy effect in a

very tall and large Iris. This is a color that blends well with every-

thing and will provide an excellent background for others of

medium height. HM AIS, 1959; AM, 1963.

SOLID GOLD (Kleinsorge, '51) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
The deepest yellow imaginable, without actuaUy being orange
rather than yellow. Huge in size, very wide at the haft, ideally

formed and supremely branched. Height over 3 feet. HM AIS,

1951; AM, 1953. See page 51.

SON OF SATAN (Wickersham, '62) Each $2.50
A large blackish-maroon self, with a sooty overlay and bronzy
brown beard in harmony. The falls are especially wide at the haft

and are semi-flaring. This is a vigorous grower, producing many
well-branched 3-foot stems to the clump. See at left.

SORORITY GIRL (Moldovan, '60) Each $2.50
Ruffled salmon-pink with an almost white area in the center of

each fall. Very large blooms with conical swirled standards and
large rounded falls. Salmon colored beard. 34 inches. HM AIS,
1960.

SOUTHERN COAAFORT (Hinkle, '65) Each $8.00
A rich, creamy beauty with an intensification of deeper yellow on
the hafts and in the heart. Beard is matching yellow. E.xtra, wide
standards and falls arc pleated and rufried. One of the finest of

all recent novelties. 36 inches. HM AIS, 1966. See page 30.

SOUTH PACIFIC (Smith, '54) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
Famous light blue, introduced at one-hundred dollars per rliizonie.

Regarded by many judges as the best of its color, it is perfectlv

formed, bright and silky. 40 inches tall. The beard is almost white.
HM AIS, 1954; AM, 1958. One of the "Five Iris of the Year" for

1963.

SON OF SATAN

SPANISH AFFAIR (Shoop, '61) Each $3.00
Blended orange and salmon standards, lemon falls infused with
orange and shading to a deeper orange border. The beard is blazini;

tangerine. Broad petals waved at the margins. Large blooms on
sturdv 36-inch stems. HM AIS, 1963.

SPARKLING CHAMPAGNE (Ernst, '65) Each $7.50
Although this would be classed as a plicata it reallv carries but a

minimum of dots or etchings, mostly near the center and on the
hafts. The color is less buff or brownish than our illustration, and
inclines more to a chartreuse or champagne shade. Very large,

slightly spread ng, with extra broad falls and superb branching.
36 inches. See page 34. HM AIS, 1966.

"My Iris arrived in fine condition and were the nicest I have ever seen.

They are growing and I thank you so much for the "extras."

Mrs. Ray Alderton, Kansas City, Kansas

SPLASH O' PINK (Hall, '64) Each $5.00
Beautifullv formed and broad petaled, with a brilliant, near ger-

anium red beard. The shade of pink is bright, clean and just what
we like to look for in an Iris of this popular hue. There is an am-
ber glow in the central area. This one has large size to go with its

other qualities which include especially fine branching. Flowers
are ruffled and very long lasting. 36 inches. HM AIS, 1967.
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HAPPY WANDERER

SPRING CHARM (Hall, '58) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
Standards are pure bright pink, the falls a sort of buff-pink with
heavy reddish beard. This is an exceptionally large Iris, the petals

broad and smoothly tailored, rounded in form and the falls flare

gracefully. Very late, over three feet tall.

HELEN COLLINGWOOD

SPRING FESTIVAL (Hall, '58) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50

Not a deep shade of pink but is rather a definite appleblossom

tint with heavy geranium-red beards. The flowers are very large,

faultlessly formed and shghtly ruffled. Stems are tall with me
blooms widely spaced. Plant growth is robust and it increases rap-

idly. Height 36 to 40 inches. HM AIS, 1958. See page 19.
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ELEANOR'S PRIDE

STEP FORWARD (Hall, '59) Each $1 .50; 3 for $4.00

Truly a gigantic flower of light lavender-blue on imposing stems.

Although of great size it appears graceful and attractive because

of the waved or ruffled extra wide falls. The stalks will reach

38-40 inches and the branching is ideal. This is an extraordinary

Iris in a somewhat staid color group. HM AIS, 1961.

STEPPING OUT (Schreiner, '64) Each $8.00

A new plicata remindful of a combination of Dot and Dash and
Rococo. The ground color is snowy white, the margins of both

standards and falls rimmed with a broad band of deep pansy-

violet. All petals are stylishly ruffled. 4-way branching; 38 inches

tall. HM AIS, 1965; AM, 1967. See page 30.

STERLING SILVER (Moldovan, '63) Each $5.00
After being open a few hours, a silver-like edge develops around
the petal edges of this extremely ruffled and fluted violet bi-tone.

Perfection in form, with domea standards and wide, almost hor-

izontal, flaring falls. 36 inches. HM AIS, 1964; AM, 1966.

STRIPED BUTTERFLY fNoyd, '58) Each $3.00
An intense medium shade of blue with an utterly different pattern

of deep violet-blue hues extending out on the widelv flaring falls.

There is a slight ohve cast on the haft and the beard is bright

yellow. Well branched, 36-inch stems. HM AIS, 1958. See page 37.

STYLE MASTER (Tompkins, '65) Each $12.50
While not really a black it is assuredly one of the darkest of the

blackish-toned blues. A self, somewhere between very dark na\'v

blue and blackish aconite, with a blue-black beard to match. Huge,
flaring flowers with unveined, lustrous finish. 44 inches.

BLACK TAFFETA

SUN CHARIOT (Hall, '63) Each $3.50

A widely spreading, bright chrome to sulphur yellow giant, the

lighter shades being predominant in the center of the falls and
near the beard. Margins of the falls are heavily serrated and
fringed. Beard is deep yellow, not orange. Blossoms measure 8

inches in width and the stalks reach 38 inches or more in height.

SUNNY SPLENDOR (Schreiner, '65) Each $12.00

A gigantic, clean and clear deep yellow self. There are up to

eleven buds per stem, and this provides an extra long season of

bloom. The wide falls are ruffled at the margins and the fluted

standards are closed and overlapping. Midseason to late. 36 inches.

SUNSET BLAZE (Kleinsorge, '48) Each 75c; 3 for $2.00

A tall and huge golden flame-salmon blend, almost a red, but with
so much of the gold influence in it that it is not reallv a red Iris.

A most impressive flower, blooming verv earlv on widely branched
stalks reaching 42 inches. HM AIS, 1949; AM, 1951. Color picture

on page 42.

SURPRISE PARTY (Kleinsorge, '55) Each 75c; 3 for $2.00

A new combination of colors—rosv lavender standards and golden
apricot falls—pastel hues with definite contrast and strong garden
value. Good sized flowers on extra well branched 3-foot stems.

HM AIS, 1956. See page 55.

SWAHILI (Plough, '65) Each $20.00
Dusk>', smoldering, reddish black with a slight violet cast. The
hafts are red-brown and the beard is also brown. Silky standards

and velvety falls. 31 inches. HM AIS, 1966.
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SWAN BALLET (Muhlestein, '55) Each $1.50 3 for $4.00
Very wide and ruffled pure white, the falls flaring and lightly

crinkled at the edges. Beard is pale yellow tipped white. Height
up to 40 inches. HM AIS, 1955; AM, 1957; Dykes Medal, 1959.

See page 20.

SYLVAN STREAM (Schreiner, '6V Each $2.50
Utmost clarity of color combined with a smooth enamel-like finish

giyes this new blue remarkable garden value. It has size, sub-

stance, unexcelled branching and many buds to the 38-inch stem.

Add a touch of ruffling and you come up with about all one could

ask for. HM AIS, 1962.
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SYMPHONY (Hinkle, '58) Each $1 .50; 3 for $4.00
Gracefully ruffled sea-blue self, slightiy lighter in the center of the

falls and with some darker texture veinmg. Petals are wide and
fuU, crisp and firm in substance. Midseason; 38 inches. HM AIS,

1958; AM, 1963. See page 47.

TAHITI SUNRISE (Ernsf, '63) Each $3.50
Beautifully tailored and perfecdy proportioned pink with an under-

tone of salmon. The heavy Saturn red beard and the very broad
falls are remindful of Fairy Fable but the shade of pink is entirely

different. The blooms are extra large in size, especially for a pink
and the texture is like heavy porcelain. We regard it as one of the

best so far, in every way. Sturdy 36-inch stems, well branched.
H.C. AIS, 1962; HM AIS, 1965. Shown on page 50.

TAHOLAH (Gibson, '56) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
The ground color is creamy ivory, the standards heavily shaded
cinnamon-red and the falls are evenly brushed with this same
russet-red tint on the haft and at the outer edges. Long lasting,

very large, on stout 3-foot stems. HM AIS, 1956; AM, 1958. Early.

See page 49.

TALENT SHOW (Plough, '65) Each $15.00
A very large semi-flaring flower with pure white standards and
wide blue-violet falls. Strong, purple based fohage. This is from
plicata breeding. 33 inches.

TALLCHIEF (DeForesf, '56) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
Bright, richly glowing red self, with brilliant orange beard. By the

Ridgeway color chart it is Brazil-red to carmine. A real advance
in red Iris, tall, and very well branched. HM AIS, 1957.

TAR HEEL (Powell, '64) Each $7.50
Nearly true black, especially the falls which are very wide and
velvety. Nicely ruffled. 36 inches; fairly late.

TAWNY MINK (Schreiner, '66) Each $15.00
Such a rich, golden yellow, so lavishly ruffled and fluted, that it

stands out in the garden like a beacon. Here is an Iris of rugged
constitution, fine form, wonderful branching and all around ex-

ceptional qualit\'. Medium late. 36 inches. HM AIS, 1967.

TECHNY CHIMES (Bro. Charles, '55) Each $1.50; 3 for $4.00

A gorgeous light yellow with very deep red-orange beard. This is

certainly a striking Iris and the branching is a special feature.

HM AIS, 1955; AM, 1957; tied for Dykes Medal in 1960. 36

inches. See page 45.

TEMPLE BELLS (Hall, '52) Each 75c; 3 for $2.00
A sort of apricot-yellow with no peachy undertone. The blooms
are extra large, the falls flaring way out and drooping gracefully

with a slight ruffle. Heavy red-orange beard. 36 inches, well

branched. HM AIS, 1952. Shown on page 43.

THOTMES III (Kleinsorge, '50) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
Medium light in tone, a smooth self of glistening golden tan with

a hght bronze beard. It is a gigantic Iris with extra broad falls and
heavy texture. 40 inches tall. HM AIS, 1951; AM, 1953. See

page 24.

THUNDER ROAD (Tompkins, '64) Each $7.50
Another in the giant violet-blue class. This is a blend of violet-

blue, rose-violet and purple with a chocolate haft and a vivid

electric blue, purple tipped, beard. Very late. 44 inches.

TOAST AN' HONEY (Kleinsorge, '58) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
General color is rich light golden brown, like butter and honey,
and the falls are shaded toast-brown, especially on the edges and
near the hafts. It is of stocky build, well branched, with very large

blooms produced on 36-inch stems. HM AIS, 1955.

TOP DOLLAR (Tompkins, '61) Each $5.00
A truly exciting new yellow. Huge flowers with extremely broad
petals, perfectly domed standards and flaring falls. Extra heavy
substance and a sleek glistening unmarked finish. Midseason. 40
inches. HM AIS, 1964.

TOP FAVORITE (Schreiner, '57) Each $1.00; ^ for $2.50
Colossal orchid-pink. The beard is white and there is a soft overlay
of amber-buff at the center of the flowers. Color is clear and bright
and the blossoms are ideally formed, flaring and ruffled at the outer
edges. It is tall, strong and branched to perfection. HM AIS, 1957.

TORCHBEARER (Nelson, '63) Each $5.00
Reddish brown with dark red-brown or chocolate-like thumb prints

on the hafts. Beard is bright orange. This combination results in a
rather startling effect and is sure to attract a lot of attention. Flar-
ing falls and good branching. 36 inches. HM AIS, 1964.

TRIM CMcKee, '56) Each $1.50
A wonderful new red with an underlay of bronze. The blooms are
large and broad in all their parts, the stalks husky and well
branched. Very late; 40 inches. Plant Pat. No. 1592. HM, 1956.

TRUDY fTompfcms, '64j Each $10.00
Here is a color break in the amoena class. The standards are pure
white shading to gold at the base. Falls are brownish with old gold
beard. A breeder's Iris that is certainly different. Very late. 36
inches.

TRULY YOURS (Fay, '49) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
The heart of this spectacular creation is bright yellow, shading off

to almost white at the top of the standards and the bottom of the
falls. The entire flower is ruffled and edged in lace. Unopened
buds are yellow, because the under sides of the falls are yellow al-

though faced white on top. Gigantic in size, 38 inches tall; ver\'

late. HM AIS, 1949; AM, 1951; Dykes Medal, 1953. Shown on
page 47.

TWILIGHT ZONE (Tompkins, '63) Each $3.50
A blend of blue, rose and violet with undertones of copper\- cocoa.

A thick beard of smoky red-purt)le dominates the center of the
massive blooms. A beautiful noveltv in subtle tones. 44-inch stalks,

well balanced.

TOLL GATE rCoofc, '59; Each $1.50
From the same line of breeding as Whole Cloth. Standards are

palest blue—almost white—the falls dark violet with a long yellow
beard extending across the lighter haft. Very tall, with many
flowers per stem; widely spaced, it should be very valuable to

hybridizers. HM AIS, 1959; AM, 1962. Well illustrated on page 58.

TOMECO (Suifer, '60) Each $2.50
Smoothly burnished oxblood red self without haft markings. Tail-

ored in appearance, the big rounded standards domed and closed

and the broad falls semiflaring. Bronze yellow beard. Well
branched and sun resistant. 36 inches. HM AIS, 1962. Cook-Lap-
ham Award for best Red Iris in 1965.
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ULTRAPOISE rNo/d, '62; Each $10.00

Here is something really new and different in yellow. Described as

straw yellow with a flush of pink in the standards, the very bright

reddish tangerine beard glows like fire. 34 inches tall and perfectly

branched. HM AIS, 1963; AM, 1965.

UTAH CREAM (Muhlesfein, '54) Each $1 .00; 3 for $2.50

As luscious as it sounds, delightfully formed, flaring, waved, heavy
in texture. Cream is the one color which will combine with and
bind together every other hue—reds, blues, yellows, pinks and the

greens of the grass and foUage. This one flowers late on 36-inch

stems. HM AIS, 1954.

UTAH VALLEY (Muhlesfein, '59) Each $2.00

A crisp, ruffled, bright violet with a large, round, white patch in

the center of each fall. Shoulder high stems bring the flowers al-

most up to eye level! HM AIS, 1959; AM, 1961.

VALIMAR (Hamblen, '58) Each $1 .50; 3 for $4.00
Derived from Palomino, its a smooth apricot-pink with a wide
nasturtium-red beard. Judges raved over this at the 1958 American
Iris Society Convention in New York, and so will you! HM AIS,
1958;- AM, 1960. See page 41. One of the "5 Iris of the Year" for

1965.

VANITY FAIR (Hall, '51) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
Clear medium true pink, very smooth and tailored in appearance.

An ideal flamingo-pink Iris, with lots of color, stems at least three

feet in height, beautiful form and a very fiery tangerine beard. It

is very late. HM AIS, 1952.

VELVET BRASS (Tompkins, '65) Each $10.00
Blended tan-gold-brown self, with some hints of French Llac in

the standards and around the edges of the falls. A novel color

pattern. 38 inches.

VELVET ROBE (Schreiner, '60) Each $2.50
Well named, a deep but glowing shade of plushy crimson red with
golden beard. The haft is sohdly colored and petals are lightly

ruffled. This is our choice of the Schreiner reds to date. HM AIS,
1960. See page 59.

VIOLET HARMONY (Lowry, '52) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
Light violet in color, with a hghter patch in the center of the
falls. Very large, of elegant form, and nicely ruffled. Winner of

the President's Cup in 1953; Dykes Medal, 1957.

VIOLET HILLS (Deforest, '56) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
Here is the last word in deep true violet color! The 7-inch flowers

shine hke taffeta, even on a rainy day, and they will take rain,

wind, or sun. Standards, falls and beard are a uniform rich violet-

purple, the beard is lightly tipped blue. 38 inches. HM AIS, 1956;
AM, 1958. Winner of the President's Cup 1960. See page 25.

WANDERING RAINBOW (Tompkins, '65) Each $25.00
A shimmering blend of rose, brown, gold and electric blue. This
combination of tints is found also in Martel and Royal Tapestry,
yet the three are distinct from each other. This one has extra

neavy stalks with good branching and reaches 39 inches. Veiy late.

HM AIS, 1966.

WATERMELON (Waters, '54) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
A blending of greenish hght lemon and deep watermelon-pink . . .

a cut watermelon not quite ripe. Extra large, with ruffled petals

and very heavy substance. HM AIS, 1954.

WAYWARD WIND (Baker, '58) Each $1.00; 3 for $2.50
Burnished bronze, a peculiar greenish shade of tan or brown. Even
the beard is in harmony. This Iris has rather flat, flaring falls, with
some ruffling and the large blooms are produced in profusion.
Height 3 feet. HM AIS, 1958; AM, 1961. See page 59.

WEDDING BOUQUET (Buttrick, '52) Each $1 .00; 3 for $2.50
This ruffled beauty has chartreuse buds which unfold into gor-
geous pure white flowers leaving the unique color of the buds on
the under side of the petals. This gives the entire blossom a hint
of cool greenish ivory. 35 inches. HM AIS, 1952; AM, 1956.

WENATCHEE KID (Noyd, '58) Each $3.50
Large tan, with most striking haft markings of burnt sienna. The
effect is that of chocolate-brown on light tan, and there is a
greenish midrib line to add further distinction. 34-36 inches;
rather late. HM AIS, 1961.

SURPRISE PARTY

MORNING BRIGHT

"The Iris I got from you last year have grown into nice clumps and I

should get lots of nice blooms." }. Smith Hamilton, Ont., Canada
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WHOLE CLOTH (Cook, '58) Each $2.00
This is the first of the series of new style amoenas from the gar-

den of Paul Cook. Standards are pure white, the falls soft medium
blue and the beard is practically white. Petals are broad and flar-

ing. HM AIS, 1958; AM, 1960. Dykes Medal, 1962. Shown on
page 37.

WILD APACHE (Gibson, '65) Each $8.00
So vivid and hvely that the name is truly in keeping with this

sensational new pUcata. The color is cinnamon-violet on white, the
standards almost sohdly colored cinnamon-violet. Beard is orange-
bronze. An exceptionally large flower, with perfect balance and
ideal ruffling, very broad in aU its parts. Heavy stems, extra good
branching, 35 inches tall. HM AIS, 1966. See page 34.

WILD GINGER (Gibson, '62) Each $3.50
A deeply flounced and ruffled new pUcata in ginger brown and
creamy white, the standards almost soUd soft brown. Flowers
measure almost 8 inch from tip to tip. The heavy ruffling extends
far up into the throat which is peppered with a warm golden
brown. Petals possess a waxed or starchy quality of stiffness which
adds to the especially long lasting period of each blossom. Height
35 inches. See page 44. HM AIS, 1963; AM, 1965.

WINE AND ROSES (Hall, '63) Each $5.00
A break much sought after by hybridizers has been a combination
of clear rose-pink and deep violet purple. Now here is the flower
which brings these colors out in truly splendid fashion—ruffled,
flaring, clean and sharp in contrast! The edging of rose-pink
around the velvety falls exactiy matches the standards. There is a
warm glow at the heart of the flower and the beard is red-orange.

Large blooms; well branched. 35-inch stems. HM AIS, 1964; AM
1966. See page 35.

WINTER OLYMPICS fO. Brown, '63) Each $7.00
Domed standards and extra wide falls with elegant ruffling are

features of this sensational new white Iris. It was the leader in the

"Judges' Choice" in 1964 and was likewise first among those

which won the HM Award of the AIS in 1965; AM, 1966. Dykes
Medal, 1967.

ZEBRA (Pallida variegafa) Each 75c; 3 for $2.00
The only Iris with leaves striped creamy yellow and green. Excel-

lent for a fohage accent in the border and it lends itself par-

ticularly well in some types of flower arrangements. Bears laven-

der-blue blossoms but its chief value lies in its novel foliage.

EXPLANATION OF TERMS
USED IN DESCRIPTIONS

The American Iris Society makes a num-

ber of awards annually to outstanding

Iris varieties. Each year the highest honor

given is the "Dykes Medal." Other a-

words are as follows:

H.C. "Highly Commended"

A.M. "Award of Merit"

H.M. "Honorable Mention"

n order to be eligible for the Dykes

Medal on Iris must have previously

earned both the Honorable Mention and

Award of Merit, the latter two having

been separated by a one year interval.

Varieties designated as "Plicatos" bear

markings of stitches, dots or stipples. A
"self" is a flower of one color only.

"All the iris which I have purchased from
you were loveh/ this Spring. I just look for-

ward from one Spring to another to enjoy
their loveliness."

Paulette C. Bretey, Babylon, N. Y.

DOT AND DASH
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